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Abstract
Inspired by nature, numerous innovations such as hook-and-loop fasteners
and self-cleaning house paint have entered everyday life in recent decades.
Many of these "patents by nature" are closely related to micro- and nano-
structured surfaces. Today, bio-inspired products containing the word
"nano" are on everyone’s lips. However, plenty of stunning properties
found in ﬂora and fauna require a complex hierarchical formation of micro-
and nanostructures that is not achievable by established polymer replication
techniques up to now.
By means of gecko-inspired adhesives, this work introduces novel
techniques for the fabrication of hierarchical micro- and nanostructures.
After discussing the elementary design principles, a design study of gecko-
inspired adhesives fabricated by the ﬂexible 3D direct laser writing tech-
nique is shown. The subsequent adhesion analysis performed by atomic
force microscopy with colloidal probes reveals the manner in which design
affects dry adhesion. Applying soft molding and dipping processes,
different sizes of soft mushroom-shaped microﬁbers were created. By
contaminating and cleaning these samples the mechanics of contact self-
cleaning were investigated. Exploiting these observations a synthetic
gecko-like adhesive was achieved, matching the adhesion and self-cleaning
of geckos very closely. To present a cost-effective replication method,
the established hot embossing technique was enhanced in this work. By
using these advanced hot embossing techniques, gecko-inspired micro-
and nanostructures that possess three levels of hierarchy were fabricated.
Slightly changing these processes allows for the creation of high aspect
v
ratio nanofur which is superhydrophobic, superoleophilic, underwater air-
retaining, and even self-healing when surface treated.
By introducing very ﬂexible, as well as scalable replication techniques,
this work offers fabrication solutions for most of the demands on bio-
inspired surfaces existing in research and industry.
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Kurzfassung
Inspiriert durch die Natur sind in den vergangenen Jahrzehnten eine
Vielzahl technischer Innovationen, wie beispielsweise Klettverschlüsse
oder selbstreinigende Fassadenfarbe, in unser tägliches Leben getreten. Ein
Großteil dieser "Patente der Natur" steht in enger Beziehung zu mikro-
und nanostrukturierten Oberﬂächen, wobei eine Vielzahl der angestrebten
Oberﬂächeneigenschaften eine sehr komplexe Ausgestaltung ﬁligraner hie-
rarchischer Strukturen erfordert. Durch gängige Replikationsverfahren
können diese jedoch häuﬁg nicht verwirklicht werden.
Am Beispiel von Adhäsiven nach dem Vorbild der Gecko-Haftzehen
werden in dieser Arbeit neuartige Verfahren zur Herstellung hierarchi-
scher Mikro- und Nanostrukturen eingeführt. Auf die Diskussion der
grundlegenden Designprinzipien folgt die Analyse gecko-artiger Adhäsive,
welche durch direktes Laserschreiben hergestellt wurden. Die darauf-
folgende rasterkraftmikroskopische Untersuchung der Haftkräfte mithilfe
von Kolloid-Sensoren zeigt auf, in welcher Art und Weise die erziel-
bare Adhäsion durch das Strukturdesign beeinﬂusst wird. Mithilfe einer
Kombination aus Gieß- und Eintauchprozessen wurden pilzförmige Mikro-
strukturen verschiedener Größe hergestellt. Durch die Verschmutzung und
anschließende Reinigung dieser Strukturen konnte die Funktionsweise der
Scher-Selbstreinigung untersucht werden. Auf der Basis dieser Beobach-
tungen wurde ein synthetisches Klebeband geschaffen, welches sowohl in
seiner Haftkraft als auch in seiner Fähigkeit zur Selbstreinigung nahezu
dem Gecko-Vorbild entspricht. Um neben den zuvor erwähnten Techniken
einen kostengünstigen und skalierbaren Herstellungsprozess aufzuzeigen,
wurden neuartige Heißprägetechniken entwickelt. Mithilfe dieser Neu-
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entwicklungen wurde eine mikro- und nanostrukturierte Dreifachhierarchie
nach dem Vorbild der Gecko-Haftzehen hergestellt. Durch eine gering-
fügige Abwandlung der entwickelten Heißprägeprozesse lässt sich ein
sogenannter Nanopelz, bestehend aus kleinsten Härchen mit höchsten
Aspektverhältnissen, herstellen. Dieser Nanopelz ist superhydrophob,
superlipophil, lufthaltend und nach einer entsprechenden Oberﬂächen-
behandlung auch selbstheilend.
Mit der Einführung äußerst ﬂexibler auf der einen, sowie skalier-
barer Replikationstechniken auf der anderen Seite, eröffnet diese Arbeit
Lösungen um nahezu allen Anforderungen gerecht zu werden, die in
Forschung und Industrie an die Herstellung biomimetischer Oberﬂächen
gestellt werden.
viii
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1. Introduction
Inspired by the enormous information density of DNA, in 1959 Richard P.
Feynman laid the foundation of modern micro- and nanotechnology in his
visionary talk "There’s Plenty of Room at the Bottom".1 The technologi-
cal progress in micro- and nanostructuring that has occurred over the past
50 years nowadays enables the fabrication of smallest transistors2 that
provide sufﬁcient processing power to compute face recognition, a feature
Feynman was dreaming of.1 Novel techniques such as combinatorial syn-
thesis of peptide arrays with a laser printer3 bring technology a step closer
to marvelous biological systems.
One year after Feynman’s talk, the scientiﬁc ﬁeld called bionics was
independently launched by the congress "Bionics Symposium: Living
Prototypes - the key to new technology".4 Presumably, the term bionics was
derived from the words biology and technics by the congress participants.4
Later, the term bionics was replaced by biomimicry in scientiﬁc vocab-
ulary.5 Biomimicry is a composition of the greek words bios and mimesis
which mean life and to imitate, respectively. In this discipline researchers
with engineering, natural science and medical backgrounds collaborate pur-
suing the idea of Feynman. Throughout millions of years of evolution
nature has developed numerous impressive solutions that nowadays inspire
scientists to cope with current technological challenges. Biomimicry sys-
tematically transfers nature’s solutions to technical innovations.6 These
"patents of nature" result in products and applications that deeply affect
our everyday life. The popular hook-and-loop fastener, for instance, was
inspired by burdock burs that are very hard to remove from clothing. The
fundamental patents of hook-and-loop fasteners still achieve license fees of
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billions of dollars.7 Certainly, many more of these "innovations inspired by
nature" will follow in the future.
1.1. Motivation
Plenty of stunning properties found in ﬂora and fauna are closely related to
micro- and nanostructures. The famous self-cleaning effect of the sacred
lotus, for example, is based on the surface composition of their leaves.8
They possess micron sized papillae that are covered with hydrophobic
epicuticular wax crystals.8 Due to this surface topography, contaminants
which are generally larger than the micro- and nanostructures come in very
little contact with the leaves.9 Therefore, water that rolls over the water-
repellent leaves easily captures and removes these contaminants from the
surface.9
Another amazing example of evolution is the air-retaining capability of
the salvinia molesta.10 The leaves of this ﬂoating water fern are covered
by a hierarchical formation of multicellular hairs covered with wax crystals
that make them hydrophobic. These hairs eventually join at their terminal
end and form a ﬂat patch. In contrast to the hairs, these patches are smooth
and hydrophilic.10, 11 When submerged underwater, the hydrophobic wax
crystals prevent water from penetrating between the hairs, whereas the
hydrophilic patches are pinning the water. Therefore, salvinia leaves are
able to maintain a robust air layer between their hairs underwater.10 In
such ways, the leaves of the sacred lotus and the water fern salvinia ensure
unobstructed photosynthesis even under extreme conditions.
Besides ﬂora, self-cleaning is also observed in fauna, even though this
is due to another motive. Geckos for example exhibit smart cleaning of
their adhesive pads while attaching and detaching their toes from the sub-
strate.12, 13 By this means, geckos can maintain sufﬁcient adhesion in dirty
habitats. In fact, geckos have an enormous attachment strength of around
2
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10N per 100mm2 of pad area (Gekko gecko).14 One of the biggest geckos,
a tokay gecko (Figure 1.1), is even able to cling to a surface with a single
toe.12 The high adhesion is attributed to the micro- and nanobristles cover-
ing the toe pads of these geckos. Due to their hierarchical design, the
adhesive pads are very supple and allow very intimate contact even with
rough substrates. The high contact area that geckos achieve with the sub-
strate enables them to easily climb nearly any surface mainly with the help
of van-der-Waals interactions.15
These bio-inspired effects are of interest not only for fundamental
research18–22 but also for technical applications such as self-cleaning an-
tennas,23 anti-fouling (Figure 1.2) and drag reducing coatings,10 climbing
robots24,25 and industrial robotic pick-and-place manipulators,.26, 27 From
2005 until 2008 the hundred most prosperous biomimicry-based products
including architectural projects generated more than $1.5 billion in rev-
enues.28 In 2009, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Ofﬁce (USPTO) received
more than 900 patents containing the word "biomimicry".29 Consequently,
this ﬁeld is very attractive for investors and companies as they can attain
Figure 1.1.: Photograph of a tokay gecko (Gekko gecko).16 Since this species is one
of the biggest geckos tokay geckos have elaborate attachment pads, making them
the best studied geckos.17
3
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Figure 1.2.: Scanning electron microscopy image showing the settlement of
zoospores of the green alga Ulva linza on hot embossed ‘honeycomb’ gradient
microstructures. Interestingly, ‘kink sites’ of the microstructure resembled pre-
ferred attachment positions for the zoospores. The zoospores didn’t settle on pits
that were smaller than 2.6 μm indicating that zoospore settlement is remarkably
reduced on smaller micro- and nanostructures.30
returns of 40 - 50 % on new bio-inspired products.29 Since companies
all over the world are active in the ﬁeld of biomimicry, this sector is esti-
mated to represent about $1.0 trillion of the global gross domestic product
in 2025.29
Consequently, the fabrication of novel bio-inspired engineered surfaces
is pursued by industries and scientists all over the world.31–36 For example,
inspired by the sacred lotus synthetic self-cleaning surfaces that are ex-
tremely water-repellent were fabricated in this work. Due to the enormous
superhydrophobicity of the microstructured PTFE surface, water droplets
even bounce on these surfaces (Figure 1.3).
In order to fabricate bio-inspired smart surfaces, typically, the established
processes for the replication of micro- and nanostructures are applied. Well
established in industries, injection molding37 is the most common technique
for mass fabrication. In recent years, UV-nanoimprint increasingly gained
signiﬁcance due to its high precision.38 Hot embossing is the most universal
micro-replication technique, which makes it particularly attractive for re-
search facilities.39 However, the complex micro- and nanostructures found
in nature usually require advanced fabrication techniques. The limitations
in achievable shapes, aspect ratios, multilevel hierarchy and scalability
4
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Figure 1.3.: Superhydrophobic microstructured surface inspired by the sacred
lotus. A Applying hot embossing, a PTFE surface covered by micro pillars was
created (∅: 5 - 12 μm, height: 21 μm, period: 22 μm). B Due to the low surface
energy microstructures, droplets applied to the superhydrophobic surface even start
to bounce.
of these technologies impede commercial break-through of various bio-
inspired smart surfaces.33,39–43
For most technical applications it is not advisable to copy nature’s micro-
and nanostructures 1:1.4 In fact, they have to be adopted to the available
materials and processes. This requires an in-depth understanding of the
biological, chemical and physical correlations the discovered effect is based
on. For fundamental research, however, extremely ﬂexible fabrication tech-
niques are required to study these correlations experimentally. Established
replication techniques are not suitable for this purpose, since they impede
investment costs for the fabrication of mold inserts.
1.2. Objective and Outline
In 1959 Feynman already raised the questions "What kind of manufacturing
processes would we use? [...] What are the limitations as to how small a
thing has to be before you can no longer mold it?".1 By means of gecko-
inspired adhesives, this work introduces novel micro- and nanostructuring
techniques and advanced molding processes for the cost-effective replica-
tion of hierarchical micro- and nanostructures. New insights into robust,
self-cleaning adhesives are generated by analyzing the fabricated gecko-
5
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inspired structures. By applying the developed replication technologies,
superhydrophobic nanofur which mimicks the water repellency of lotus,
and air-retaining of salvinia leaves is created.
To summarize the principles of gecko adhesion, I give a brief overview
of this inspiring attachment system in Chapter 2. As further discussed in
Chapter 2, robust adhesion of gecko-inspired adhesives requires accurate
adaptation of the micro- and nanostructures to the chosen material and its
properties. In this way, functional failures such as ﬁbrillar bunching can be
prevented and adhesion is maximized.
In Chapter 3, I introduce 3D direct laser writing as a rapid prototyp-
ing method that yields highest ﬂexibility in the design of gecko-inspired
adhesives. Furthermore, I explain the principles of AFM adhesion measure-
ments with colloidal probes. By investigating a design study of gecko-
inspired micro- and nanostructures that vary in order of magnitude, amount
of hierarchical levels, pitch, aspect ratio and tip shape I reveal how
geometry affects their dry adhesion.
Self-cleaning of synthetic gecko-inspired adhesives is the focus of
Chapter 4. Applying soft molding and dipping processes, three sizes
of mushroom shaped microﬁbers were created. Investigating their
contact self-cleaning ability revealed distinct contact self-cleaning modes.
Fortunately, the synthetic microﬁbers combine high adhesive strength and
remarkable adhesive recovery through contact self-cleaning, both compa-
rable to geckos.
In the beginning of chapter 5 I review the established replication
processes injection molding, UV-nanoimprint and hot embossing. After
deﬁning the challenges of replicating bio-inspired micro- and nano-
structures, I present the novel advanced hot embossing processes hierar-
chical hot embossing and hot pulling. The enormous potential of these
processes was successfully shown in the fabrication of gecko-inspired
threefold hierarchical micro- and nanostructures that exhibit remarkable
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adhesion. Lastly, I discuss the technological limits of these advanced hot
embossing techniques.
In Chapter 6, I present a cost-effective hot pulling process for the
fabrication of superhydrophobic nanofur that is beneﬁcial for various
biomimetic applications. To investigate the spectrum of applications,
the wetting behavior of the samples was characterized by measuring the
static/dynamic contact angles and the corresponding sliding angles. By
damaging the surface structure, liquid traps were created by changing the
local wettability. To overcome wearing issues, self-healing was achieved
by locking an intermediary liquid acting as water and oil repellent surface.
Mimicking the leaves of the ﬂoating water fern Salvinia the nanofur retains
air when submerged underwater. Due to its superhydrophobicity and super-
oleophilicity, the nanofur is applicable for oil/water separation and oil spill
clean up.
In the ﬁnal chapter, Chapter 7, I summarize the results achieved in this
work and reﬂect on the possible future of bio-inspired smart surfaces.
Novel material classes like shape memory polymers and liquid wood of-
fer promising applications such as switchable wettability and a high degree
of bioresorbability, respectively.
7

2. Robust Gecko-Inspired Adhesion
The phenomenal adhesive properties of gecko toes have been extensively
investigated for a long time, resulting in the development of novel adhesive
tapes.20–22,44 Besides the strong adhesion to nearly any substrate, their out-
standing attachment system allows geckos to detach within milliseconds.45
This remarkable combination of strong attachment as well as rapid and easy
detachment originates from the hierarchical design of delicate hairs cover-
ing the lamellae that are crossing the toe-pads (Figure 2.1). These kerati-
nous hairs are called setae and are about 4 μm in diameter and 100 μm in
length. Finally, they branch into hundreds of tiny endings, spatulae, which
are about 200 nm wide each (Gekko gecko).17 Interestingly, the adhesive
toes are non-sticky at ﬁrst, but are activated by a short shear motion that
aligns the setae.17 This default non-sticky state enables geckos to detach
easily by peeling their toes off the substrate.46 Due to the hierarchical de-
sign of their attachment system, geckos achieve very intimate contact to
ﬂat and even to relatively rough surfaces. The large contact area enables
them to climb walls and ceilings only with the help of van-der-Waals inter-
actions.15 In the presence of humidity, the adhesion is even enhanced.47
2.1. Gecko’s Secret
In the animal world, hairy attachment systems are commonly utilized by
beetles, ﬂies, spiders, and geckos.49 However, geckos are special. They
have a larger body mass than all the other animals that use hairy attachment
systems.50 Moreover, geckos do not secrete sticky glue, as, for example,
9
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 
Figure 2.1.: A A bottom view of a Tokay gecko (Gekko gecko).16 The toe pad
of geckos is typically separated into distinct lamellae. B These lamellae are cov-
ered with millions of delicate hairs, the so-called setae. The setae are multi-scale
hierarchical structures, which are split up to four times. The most tiny endings are
the so-called spatulae with a width of about 200nm (inspired by Batal48).
ﬂies do.17 Instead, they are using dry adhesion based only on van-der-Waals
forces.15
The signiﬁcance of micro- and nanoscale ﬁbers and hierarchy in hairy
attachment systems was extensively investigated in the past decades. It is
known that with increasing body mass of the animal, the efﬁciency of its
hairy attachment system has to be optimized, since the enlargement of the
adhesive pads does not linearly scale with their gain in weight.51 Biolog-
ical studies revealed two interesting correlations: with an increasing body
mass of the animals, the hair density52 and the amount of hierarchy levels
strongly increases.50 These ﬁndings indicate the relevance of both design
features.
2.1.1. Fibrillar Attachment System
The evolution of hairy attachment systems is very successful and many an-
imals, with geckos leading the way, beneﬁt from this design.49 The advan-
tages of this ﬁbrillar design are shortly reviewed below.
10
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Compliance. Since van-der-Waals forces interact over a distance on the or-
der of few nanometers,53 the adhesion of the attachment system is strongly
related to the real contact area achieved with the substrate. Bringing a
ﬂat adhesive in contact with a rough substrate requires comparatively high
loads in order to achieve intimate contact. While conforming around the
substrate’s asperities, elastic energy is stored in the adhesive that works
against the adhesion process.50 Decreased rigidity of the adhesive leads
to enhanced compliance. Long ﬁbrillar hair can easily bend and enhance
compliance drastically.54
Contact splitting. Splitting up the contact leads to increased adhesion that
is the result of multiple mechanisms. Arzt et al.52 reported that when
splitting a contact into n sub-contacts by self-similar scaling, the total pull-
off force increases by a factor of
√
n.
Another important advantage is the prevention of crack propagation.
Such defects may occur in the presence of contaminants or roughness
of the substrate.52 Since multiple contacts exist in a ﬁbrillar attachment
system, a crack that occurs in one of these contacts does not weaken the
other bonds.50 In comparison, in a ﬂat-to-ﬂat contact much less energy
is required for a crack to propagate throughout the whole contact.50 Con-
sequently, the ﬂaw tolerance is drastically increased by ﬁbrillar adhesives.52
Optimized stress distribution. Typically, for comparatively large contacts
detachment is initiated at the edge of the contact due to the remarkable
stress concentration occurring there.53 Unlike large contacts, tiny spatulae-
or mushroom-shaped tips feel uniformly distributed stress.54, 55 In this way
the entire interface fails simultaneously and adhesion can be maximized up
to the theoretical adhesion strength.53,54
Energy dissipation. The ﬁbers pulled off the substrate elongate before
detaching.50 After detachment, the stored energy dissipates and does not
11
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contribute to the detaching of neighboring ﬁbers.54 The energy dissipation
is directly proportional to the height of the ﬁbers, making high aspect ratio
hair advantageous for the robustness of hairy attachment systems.53
2.1.2. Hierarchical Attachment System
It is not a coincidence that the attachment system of tokay geckos exhibits
ﬁve hierarchy levels. How adhesion beneﬁts from hierarchy is brieﬂy dis-
cussed below.
Compliance. Natural surfaces show a wide range of roughness, rang-
ing from microscopic to macroscopic. The hierarchical design of geckos’
attachment system with macroscopic lamellae, microscopic setae and nano-
scale spatulae enhances the compliance to these roughness proﬁles by en-
suring a low effective elastic modulus.50 In fact, Autumn et al.17 measured
an effective elastic modulus of about 100 kilopascals in isolated arrays of
keratinous setae of tokay geckos, despite the rigidity of bulk β -keratine that
ranges from 1 to 4 gigapascals.45, 56, 57
Robustness. Compliance and therefore adhesion can be enhanced by
increasing the aspect ratio of the ﬁbers or by making them softer. How-
ever, doing so eventually results in functional failure by collapse or
conglutination.50 A hierarchical design, however, achieves compliance
while preventing ﬁber bunching.50 Furthermore, all hierarchy levels con-
tribute to energy dissipation by dissipating elastic energy that is stored
during pull-off. In this way, the required work of adhesion and therefore
robustness is increased.58
2.2. Robust Design
Increasing the aspect ratio of ﬁbers or making them softer is beneﬁcial for
compliance, however, ﬁber collapse eventually occurs.50 In order to en-
12
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sure robust adhesion, the design of gecko-like adhesives requires immense
optimization to prevent such functional failure of the adhesive tape such as
ﬁbrillar bunching. Below, the existing models of designing gecko-inspired
adhesives are discussed, expanded and modiﬁed for this work.53,54, 58–72
At ﬁrst, an adhesive structure consisting of ﬁbers with radius R, length L
and inter-ﬁber distance 2D is considered. Assuming further that the
Johnson-Kendall-Roberts (JKR)73 theory can be applied, the pull-off force
required to detach a spherical tip from a ﬂat and inﬁnite stiff substrate is
given by
Fc =
3
2
πRW, (2.1)
where W represents the work of adhesion.73
2.2.1. Failure Modes
Failure by ﬁber fracture. In order to increase the adhesion by the prin-
ciple of contact splitting or enhanced compliance, the ﬁber radius should
be chosen as small as possible.45,52 However, Spolenak et al.59 proposes
that if the ﬁber radius became too small, the axial stress σc may exceed
the theoretical fracture strength σ f resulting in ﬁber fracture. Hence, the
correlation
σc =
Fc
πR2
≤ σ f (2.2)
limits the useful ﬁber radius R
R ≥= 3W
2σ f
≈ 15W
Ef
, (2.3)
where the theoretical fracture strength σ f is approximated by Ef /10, with
Ef being the elastic modulus of the ﬁber.74
13
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Failure by exceeding the ideal contact strength. The ideal contact
strength σth, that is transmitted through the actual contact area at the in-
stant of tensile instability, is the upper limitation for the contact strength59
σc =
Fc
πr2c
≤ σth, (2.4)
with rc being the contact radius at the instance of pull-off. Considering the
JKR theory and a rigid contacting surface, rc can be expressed as
rc =
⎛
⎝9πWR2
(
1−ν2f
)
8Ef
⎞
⎠
1
3
. (2.5)
Here, ν f is the Poisson ratio of the ﬁber. Combining eqs. (2.4) and (2.5),
the second lower limit for the ﬁber radius R can be extracted69
R ≥ 8s
3E2f
3π2W 2
(
1−ν2f
) . (2.6)
The characteristic length of surface interaction s is typically in the range of
2×10−10m.59
Failure by crack propagation. Due to surface roughness, the mating
within the contact zone of ﬁber and substrate is never perfect. In order
to use fracture mechanics to solve this problem, the resulting defects in
the interface can be modeled as cracks.61 Tensile loading of the ﬁber may
cause unstable crack propagation within the interface, leading to reduced
adhesion. Considering Grifﬁth’s criterion, the critical load for the unstable
propagation of an existing crack of the length 2a in an elastic solid is75
σg =
√
16Gγ
πa(κ +1)
, (2.7)
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with G representing the shear modulus, γ being the surface energy and κ
describing a coefﬁcient depending on the state of plain stress or strain,
respectively. Since this equation is only valid for a crack in an elastic
solid, it is adapted for this work to describe a crack in the interface of ﬁber
and substrate. As a crack propagates through a brittle solid, the following
energies are contributing: the strain energy U , the surface energy of the
crack S and the potential energy of the external forces P. Grifﬁth’s criterion
supposes, that strain energy is released during crack propagation. For an
unstable propagation of the crack, the released strain energy has to over-
come the required surface energy, hence, resulting in a reduction of the
total potential energy.
Consequently, the Grifﬁth’s criterion for a crack to propagate by da
calculates to
d
da
(U +S+P)≤ 0. (2.8)
Assuming a model of a disk in a ﬁeld of uniaxial tensile stress, for a
Grifﬁth crack which is 2a in length, the sum of strain energy and potential
energy is76
U +P =−π (κ +1)
8G
σ2t a
2, (2.9)
with σt being the tensile stress. The surface energy of a crack in the inter-
face between ﬁber and substrate is
S = 2a
(
γ f + γs
)
, (2.10)
where γ f and γs are the surface energies of the ﬁber and the substrate.
Combining eqs. (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10) leads to the instability criterion
d
da
[
−π (κ +1)
4G
σ2t a
2+2a
(
γ f + γs
)]≤ 0. (2.11)
15
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Providing that the energy released by extending the crack by da over-
comes the required surface energy, unstable crack propagation occurs.
Hence, the critical Grifﬁth load for a crack within the interface of an
adhesive contact between ﬁber and substrate is
σ f s =
√
E
(
γ f + γs
)
πa
, (2.12)
assuming G = E/(2+ 2ν) for isotropic materials and assuming a state of
plain strain (κ = 3−4ν). In case of ideal contact strength being below the
critical Grifﬁth load, unstable crack propagation is prevented
σth ≤ σ f s. (2.13)
Hence, in order to tolerate a defect which is 1/4 R wide and existing in
the interface between ﬁber and substrate, the ﬁber radius has to fulﬁll the
condition
R ≤ 4Ef
(
γ f + γs
)
πσ2th
. (2.14)
Failure by bunching. In a ﬁbrillar array, attractive van-der-Waals forces
may cause bunching of neighboring ﬁbers, resulting in a decreased compli-
ance of the structures. For a given distance 2D between two ﬁbers, a critical
length L exists above which bunching occurs. In the following, this work
proposes an anti-bunching condition for ﬁbers from the energetic point of
view. For simplicity, in this work the anti-bunching condition is calculated
for a quadrangular cross-section of the ﬁbers and a quadrangular pattern.
Considering two bunched ﬁbers touching along the distance L− l (Fig-
ure 2.2), the equilibrium is dominated by two contributing energies: the
16
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



Figure 2.2.: For a given distance 2D between two ﬁbers, bunching occurs if the
length of the ﬁbers L exceeds a critical value. Van-der-Waals forces forward the
bunching, whereas restoring forces of the deformed ﬁbers contribute to the separa-
tion of the ﬁbers (inspired by Hui et al.63).
adhesion along the interface and the potential energy of the deformed ﬁbers.
In order to separate two bunched ﬁbers, the energy
2Uadh =−2
L∫
y=l
γ f (2R)dy =−2γ f (2R)(L− l) (2.15)
is required.
In order to model the potential energy of the ﬁbers, a clamped beam of
length L is assumed, guided by a ﬂoating bearing at l and a linear bearing
at its end (Figure 2.3). The bearing force Fb is
Fb = 12
DEf I
l3
, (2.16)
with I = (2R)4/12 being the moment of inertia of a ﬁber with the quadrangular
cross section (2R)2 and D representing the deﬂection of the ﬁber.
17
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


Figure 2.3.: The bunched ﬁber is modelled as a clamped beam guided by a ﬂoat
bearing at L and a linear bearing at its end.
Hence, the potential energy of the deformed ﬁber is
Upot =
D∫
x=0
Fbxdx =
6Ef ID2
l3
. (2.17)
The ﬁbers will tend to adopt the state with the most favorable (i.e. lowest)
energy. If no minimum in the effective potential is existing in the interval
0 ≤ l/L ≤ 1, the ﬁbers do not bunch (Figure 2.4). Summing eqs. (2.15) and
(2.17), the effective potential is
Ue f f =Uadh+Upot =−γ f (2R)(L− l)+ Ef (2R)
4 D2
2l3
. (2.18)
In the following, l/L is substituted by χ for simplicity. In order to prevent
a minimum of the effective potential in the interval 0 ≤ χ ≤ 1, the condition
U ′e f f (χ) = γ f (2R)L−
3Ef (2R)
4 D2
2χ4L3
, 0 ≤ χ ≤ 1 (2.19)
has to be fulﬁlled. Setting χ = 1 (critical limit) and solving equation (2.18)
deﬁnes the maximum ﬁber length L for bunching prevention
L ≤
(
3
2
)1
4 √D
(
(2R)3 Ef
γ f
)1
4
. (2.20)
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Figure 2.4.: By adjusting the length L of the ﬁbers, a minimum in the effective
potential is avoided, preventing bunching of the ﬁbers (γ f = 33mJ, Ef = 4GPa,
2R = 5μm, D = 2μm).
The distance between two ﬁbers is 2D and can be expressed as a function
of the effective area fraction ϕ and the maximum achievable area fraction
ϕmax for the chosen ﬁbrillar pattern.61
2D = 2R
(√
ϕmax
ϕ
−1
)
, 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ ϕmax (2.21)
Combining equations (2.20) and (2.21) leads to the ﬁnal anti-bunching
condition
L ≤
(
3
2
)1
4
√
R
(√
ϕmax
ϕ
−1
)(
(2R)3 Ef
γ f
)1
4
. (2.22)
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2.2.2. Maximizing Work of Adhesion
Considering only van-der-Waals energies and neglecting others, the work
of adhesion of a single-level ﬁbrillar array can be expressed as
W = ϕΔγ = ϕ
(
γ f + γs− γ f s
)
, (2.23)
where γ f , γs and γ f s represent the surface energies of ﬁber and substrate, as
well as the energy of the ﬁber-substrate interface. For a multilevel, hierar-
chical ﬁbrillar array, it is reasonable to add the elastic strain energy to the
work of adhesion.61 Assuming a cylindrical ﬁber of primary length L, the
ﬁber is elongated by the ideal contact strength by
ΔL = L
σth
E f
. (2.24)
The work Wdiss = σthΔL required to elongate the ﬁber is dissipated by
inherent material damping when the ﬁber detaches.67 In order to calculate
the work of adhesion for a hierarchical, e.g. two-level, ﬁbrillar array, this
dissipation has to be added to the van-der-Waals contribution
W2 = ϕ1 (Δγ +Wdiss) = ϕ1
(
γ f + γs− γ f s+ Lσ
2
th
E f
)
(2.25)
In order to increase the robustness of the adhesive structures, the work
of adhesion has to be maximized.
2.2.3. Iterative Dimensioning
According to the previously described limits, gecko-inspired adhesives
can be designed robustly following the iterative procedure described in
Figure 2.5.
First, the smallest structure level is designed by dimensioning with re-
spect to the laws preventing failure. After deﬁning the lateral dimension,
20
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the length and period of the structures can be optimized according to the
anti-bunching condition and the maximization of the work of adhesion.
To design the subsequent structure levels, the conditions for the pre-
vention of ﬁber fracture and exceeding of the ideal contact strength
are not required, since the lateral dimension is typically exceeding the
previous one. After calculating the lateral dimension in order to prevent
crack propagation, length and period of the level are deﬁned considering
the anti-bunching condition and the maximization of the work of adhesion.
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Figure 2.5.: The ﬂow-chart shows the algorithm to calculate the ﬁber dimensions
iteratively for every hierarchy level.
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A simulation tool was coded that supports the design of optimized gecko-
inspired adhesives (Figure 2.6). After entering the material properties and
process restrictions the simulation tool outputs the optimum design for the
given boundary conditions. By applying this simulation tool, the gecko-
inspired designs presented in this work were optimized.
Figure 2.6.: Screenshot of the simulation tool coded in the programming
environment Igor Pro (Wavemetrics). After entering the material properties and
process restrictions, the tool displays the optimized dimensions for the hierarchical
gecko-inspired structures.
2.3. Conclusion and Outlook
The enormous adhesion of geckos is based on the micro- and nano-
structured hairs covering their toes. The ﬁbrillar and hierarchical design
of these setae are the tricky design principles leading to enormous com-
pliance, enhanced adhesion mechanics and a large work of adhesion that
altogether ensure robust adhesion.
In designing synthetic gecko-like adhesives, the micro- and nano-
structures have to be carefully adopted to the chosen material and
22
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fabrication process. In this way, robust adhesion is achievable while
minimizing functional failure of the adhesive tape. Considering the phys-
ical and mechanical correlations leading to failure, the optimized design
can be found by iterative dimensioning. By carefully applying the coded
simulation tool in the design phase, ﬁber bunching and other functional
failures that are typical for gecko-like adhesives could soon be a matter of
the past.
A shortened version of this chapter was published as the book
chapter "How Geometry Affects the Adhesion of Gecko-Like Adhesives".
M. Röhrig, M. Thiel, S. Bundschuh, M. Worgull and H. Hölscher: Biolog-
ical and Biomimetic Adhesives - Challenges and Opportunities, edited by
R. Santos, N. Aldred, S. Gorb and P. Flammang. RSC Publishing (2013).
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3. 3D Direct Laser Writing of Hierarchical
Gecko-Inspired Surfaces
Geckos easily climb walls and even ceilings of nearly any material with-
out leaving any residue behind. Their self-cleaning toes even stick in
vacuum or underwater.12, 17 Such properties are economically interesting
for climbing robots,24, 25 sports,77 pick-and-place systems (especially
under vacuum),27,78 as an adhesive on the back of portable devices,78
and resealable plastic packaging.79 Consequently, the fabrication of syn-
thetic gecko-like adhesives mimicking these phenomenal micro- and nano-
structures is pursued by numerous groups all over the world.24,32–36,80–87
Currently, the soft molding technique is the most often used approach for
the fabrication of such gecko-inspired adhesives.32,35, 88 Usually, materials
applicable for soft molding like PDMS or polyurethane are cast into etched
silicon wafers or SU-8 templates. However, the soft molding technique
incurs some drawbacks. Due to the demolding process and the need of
complex designs for gecko-like adhesives, it is essentially restricted to soft
materials. Furthermore, demolding is a delicate process where the mold
might be destroyed by accident or sacriﬁced on purpose.33,43 Consider-
ing that the observed adhesion depends very strongly on structure-design
parameters like pillar dimension, aspect ratio and tip shape, mold inserts
are an inﬂexible and exhaustive approach for design studies, because a
new mask and/or mold has to be manufactured for every parameter varia-
tion.59,60, 89 So far, several geometry induced effects, like the improvement
of adhesion by hierarchical structuring, could only be analyzed for soft
materials and not for stiff materials at the relevant nanometer scale.43,81
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In order to surmount these issues, 3D direct laser writing (DLW) is
introduced for the rapid prototyping of hierarchical gecko-inspired surfaces
with elastic modulus and relevant length scales matching the gecko’s
toe-pads very closely. In contrast to previous studies normal adhesion
experiments were performed on the fabricated gecko-inspired structures.
The obtained results show that hierarchical structures are indeed favorable
for stiff materials on the nanoscale as expected from numerous theoretical
studies.53,56, 60–62,90 In contrast to molding techniques, 3D direct laser writ-
ing offers the quick realization of design concepts that are neither restricted
to demoldable designs nor limited by any mold fabrication technology. This
gives the highest ﬂexibility in creating gecko-mimicking surfaces.
3.1. Fabrication by 3D Direct Laser Writing
Applying 3D direct laser writing, gecko-inspired nano- and micro-
structures were fabricated.91 The dimensions chosen for this study were
calculated according to the conditions for robust gecko-inspired adhesion
(Chapter 2) and are listed in Table 3.1. The selected acrylic based negative
tone resist (IP-G 780) offers highest resolution in multiphoton absorption
and enables the design of arbitrary structures down to the nanoscale.57,92
The elastic modulus of this resist (EIP−G 780 ≈ 4 GPa) is closer to that
of the gecko (Egecko ≈ 1−4 GPa) than softer materials which are often
used for the fabrication of dry adhesives, such as polydimethylsiloxane
(EPDMS ≈ 2.6MPa), polyurethane (EPUR ST−1060 ≈ 3MPa), or polyvinyl-
siloxane (EPVS ≈ 3MPa) .43,45, 56, 57, 93, 94
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3.1.1. Technology
3D direct laser writing is a rapid prototyping technique based on multipho-
ton absorption, enabling the fabrication of arbitrary 3D nanostructures in
suitable photoresists such as IP-G 780 or SU-8 (Figure 3.1).92 The photo-
resist is perfectly transparent to the laser light since the one-photon energy
lies below the absorption edge of the material for the chosen wavelength.
However, by tightly focussing the light of the ultrashort-pulsed laser, the
intensity is high enough to expose the photoresist in the focal volume by
multiphoton absorption. Within this small volumetric pixel (‘voxel’), the
absorption causes a chemical and/or physical modiﬁcation of the photo-
sensitive material. Using a developer bath, the unexposed regions are
removed after writing.95
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Figure 3.1.: Schematic of the 3D direct laser setup (Nanoscribe GmbH) used for
this study. The beam of the ultra-short pulsed ﬁbre laser is focussed into the photo-
resist by a high numerical aperture objective. The control of the laserpower with an
acousto-optic modulator (AOM) allows scaling of the voxel. By moving the piezo-
electric scanning stage, the sample position can be shifted relatively to the ﬁxed
focal position, enabling the writing of arbitrary paths into the material.
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3.1.2. Fabrication of Gecko-Inspired Arrays
3D direct laser writing allows for the rapid fabrication of arbitrary micro-
and nanostructures. However, several challenges occurred, so that more
than 10 attempts were necessary to cope with these issues (Figure 3.2).
Frequently structures collapsed or peeled off from the substrate. Further-
more, the correct exposure doses had to be found in order to achieve the
structure dimensions accurately. Additionally, the enormous amount of
ﬁligree structures (> 15,000) that had to be individually written by the laser
increased the processing time beyond 50 hours. In the end, appropriate
process parameters were found to achieve the wished structure dimensions
precisely. In the following, the discovered challenges and the ﬁnal solution
are reported.
Challenges in Fabrication. During the attempts, three different types of
negative-tone photoresists were tested:
• SU-8 50,
• IP-L 780, and
• IP-G 780.
All these photoresists possess elastic moduli in the one-digit gigapascals
range, making them comparable to the properties of bulk β -keratine, the
material setae consists of.
First, the photoresist SU-8 50 was chosen which is very common and
probably one of the most deﬁned photoresists available in the market. Dur-
ing the initial attempts only the contour was exposed, meaning only the
hull of the structures is written, which saved a lot of time. Theoretically,
the unexposed liquid photoresist enclosed within the hull can be polymer-
ized by ﬂood exposure after development. Characteristically, SU-8 50 has a
29
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Figure 3.2.: Challenges in 3D direct laser writing. A The high shrinkage of
SU-8 50 and the resulting inner tensions led to demolition of the structures. B Since
the structures are written from top to bottom, ﬂoating of the resist results in aliasing.
C During development, capillary forces caused structural collapse that even lifts the
underlying socket.
comparatively low contrast, making the degree of polymerization extremely
sensitive to the exposure dose. This would then easily allow the adjustment
of the elastic modulus and therefore compliance of the structures by chang-
ing the degree of polymerization by applying another dose during ﬂood
exposure. However, the initial attempts revealed, that contour exposure
results in insufﬁcient stability leading to structural collapse due to capillary
forces during development.
From this point on, the structures were fully exposed accompanied by
an extension of the processing time to 50 hours and more. However,
SU-8 shrinks enormously during polymerization leading to internal
stresses. These stresses regularly forced the structures to collapse
(Figure 3.2A). In consequence of these experiences, the IP-resists devel-
oped by Nanoscribe GmbH were chosen for the subsequent attempts. These
photoresists are speciﬁcally designed for 3D direct laser writing and exhibit
lower shrinkage and a low proximity effect. Yet, the liquid formulation
IP-L 780 exhibits a low viscosity that led to ﬂoating of the written structures
resulting in aliasing (Figure 3.2B). This is why the viscous gel formulation
IP-G 780 soon came out on top.
However, the micro- and nanostructures written in IP-G 780 detached
from the glass substrate during development due to capillary forces. In
order to cope with this issue, freeze drying was applied to suppress
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capillary forces. To do so, the developer was exchanged by isopropyl alco-
hol which was substituted by cyclohexane afterwards. The liquid cyclohex-
ane was frozen using an in-house cooling solution built by Felix Marshall.96
After putting in a vacuum chamber, the frozen cyclohexane sublimates at
pressures below about 5300Pa.96 However, owing to out-gassing the frozen
cyclohexane was leaping up and down during sublimation. In this way, the
exposed structures were damaged in all freeze drying tests.
Then, a thin layer of the adhesion agent OmniCoat (obtained from
MicroChem Corp.) was coated between glass substrate and resist to pre-
vent detachment from the substrate. However, the structures still detached.
Next, a socket was added to the design in order to anchor the structures.
Yet, the socket came off the substrate (Figure 3.2C). So, this idea was
discarded and instead the substrate was coated with a 200nm thin layer of
SU-8. Before applying the IP-G 780 resist, the SU-8 ﬁlm was soft baked
and fully exposed. Using the SU-8 layer as adhesion agent worked very
well and prevented the structures from detachment.
In order to accurately match the desired structure dimensions accurately,
the correct dose had to be found for every unique voxel. The dose is mainly
deﬁned by the velocity of the laserspot and the laserpower. The more resist
the laser light has to pass, the more laserpower is needed to keep the dose
constant. Therefore, the structures were sliced into height sections (slices
nanostrucutres: 360nm, slices microstrucutres: 500nm). By trial and error,
the appropriate parameters were successfully found for every slice.
Successful Fabrication Process. For the fabrication of the presented
gecko-inspired structures, a coverslip served as substrate for the photo-
resist. First, this coverslip was cleaned with isopropyl alcohol as well
as acetone and blown-off with nitrogen afterwards. This preparation
was followed by spin-coating a 200 nm thin layer of SU-8 (1. 500 rpm
for 10 seconds with acceleration of 100 rpm/second. 2. 2600 rpm for
31
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Figure 3.3.: Schematic of the ﬁve processing steps for the fabrication of gecko-
inspired nano- and microstructures by 3D direct laser writing.
59 seconds with acceleration of 300 rpm/second). During the following
processing, this thin layer of SU-8 on top of the coverslip ensured reli-
able bonding of the photoresist to the substrate. After soft baking (100 ◦C,
2 minutes), the SU-8 layer was exposed completely (6 minutes with a 36W
UV-source). Afterwards the chosen photoresist IP-G 780 was dispensed on
top by using a pipette. Baking the compound for 90 minutes at 100 ◦C
ensured the post-exposure bake of the SU-8 layer and soft-bake of the
IP-G 780 resist. Subsequently, the sample was inserted into the laser litho-
graphy system. After writing completion, the structures were developed for
30 minutes in a PGMEA developer bath, followed by a 5 minutes cleaning
in isopropyl alcohol and drying by nitrogen. The performed processing
steps are summarized in Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.4 and Table 3.1 summarize the structures and dimensions
fabricated and investigated in this study. Depending on the actual set of
parameters, the resulting quadrangular arrays have an edge length between
68 μm and 82 μm. The structure’s dimensions were veriﬁed by scanning
electron microscopy at tilt angles of 0◦ and 70◦. The width of the square
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Figure 3.4.: A By using 3D direct laser writing, several arrays of gecko-inspired
structures were fabricated. The arrays in the left column are optimized with regard
to their aspect ratio and density according to the criteria of robust gecko adhesion
(Chapter2). The density is reduced in the middle column and the aspect ratio is
reduced in the right column. In addition, the smaller and larger pillars were com-
bined to get a two-fold hierarchy (array 7, 8, and 9) and changed the tip shapes.
B SEM image of array 1, which contains small single level structures with a width
of only 500 nm. C The SEM image shows array 4, which contains pillars of 5 μm
width. The dimensions are 10 times larger than they are in array 1. D Array 7
consists of the array 1 on top of array 4. E, F and G show corresponding arrays
with mushroom-shaped tips. All scale bars refer to the periodicity of the arrays
(parameter p1 in Table 3.1).
pillars ranges from 500 nm to 5 μm. The periodicities of the pillars are
between 1.8 and 2.8 times their width, whereupon the aspect ratios reach
values up to 4.5.
Elastic modulus of the IP-G 780 Resist. The gecko’s setae consist of
beta-keratine with an elastic modulus of 1−4 GPa.45,56, 57 It is only the
hierarchical design of these setae that leads to a very low effective modulus
near 100 kPa.45 Building these setae out of a stiff material has many ad-
vantages, like the prevention of structural collapse despite high density and
33
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Figure 3.5.: Nanoindentation experiments were performed to characterize the
elastic modulus of the used photo resist IP-G 780. The ﬁgure shows the calcu-
lated elastic modulus from CSM measurements. A common observation for soft
and compliant thin ﬁlms on harder and stiffer substrates, also seen here, is the rise
of the elastic modulus with increasing indentation depth. A common assumption for
this is that up to 10% of the total ﬁlm thickness, the measured values correspond to
the real ﬁlm properties. Hence, the elastic modulus of IP-G 780 is approximately
4GPa, measured between 100nm and 200nm indentation depth.
aspect ratio of the ﬁbers.57 Hence, a stiff material was chosen to accomplish
gecko-mimicking structures by 3D direct laser writing. The elastic modulus
of the used photoresist IP-G 780 was determined by nanoindentation (Nano
Indenter XP; Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA) performed by
Sven Bundschuh (Institute for Applied Materials (IAM), KIT). The in-
dentation experiments were conducted using the dynamic contact module
(DCM) with a Berkovich tip. The samples were indented with a constant
strain rate of 0.05 s−1 to a depth of 1000 nm. In addition to the load and
displacement data, the instrument provides information on the contact stiff-
ness continuously during the loading process via a superimposed displace-
ment oscillation of 2nm at 45Hz (continous stiffness method, CSM).97 By
means of the measurement in Figure 3.5, the elastic modulus is determined
to 4GPa.
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3.2. Adhesion Measurements
In the past, friction measurements were performed on hierarchical
structures with a similar elastic modulus, however, the structures appear
to be stochastic and their normal adhesion was not investigated.98–100 A
stochastic arrangement of gecko-inspired structures is disadvantageous for
real world applications since synthetic adhesive tapes have to ensure a
homogeneous adhesion all over the tape. In the following, a normal
adhesion analysis and investigation of the impact of design variations on
the adhesion of gecko-inspired structures with an elastic modulus close to
the gecko’s setae is presented. Due to the comparable small areas of the
available arrays, the adhesion measurements had to be performed by atomic
force microscopy (AFM).101
3.2.1. Procedure
Force-versus-distance measurements allow for the investigation of surface
interactions and properties, i.e. adhesion force, separation energy, and
compliance (Figure 3.6A). The tip apex radius of conventional AFM can-
tilevers, however, is in the range of nanometers, and much smaller than the
smallest lateral dimension of the fabricated samples (Figure 3.6B). There-
fore, a spherical silica particle of about 20μm in diameter was mounted on
a tipless AFM cantilever (Figure 3.6C).102 This set-up also eliminates the
need for a complex alignment procedure, required for a ﬂat probe.103
So-called force maps were recorded for investigating the adhesion of the
fabricated structures (Figure 3.7). Each force map covered a minimum area
of 25 μm× 25 μm and contained at least 1024 (= 32× 32) force-versus-
distance curves. To analyze the adhesion, at least four force maps were
measured for a preload of 100 nN, 500 nN, 1 μN, 2 μN, 3 μN, 4 μN, 5 μN,
6μN and 6.7μN. The averaged adhesion force was additionally referenced
to the cross-sectional area of the spherical silica particle in order to identify
35
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Figure 3.6.: A A force-versus-distance measurement comprises the approach and
retraction of an AFM cantilever. If the cantilever is close enough to the sample
surface, it feels the interaction forces. The resulting force-versus-distance plot
reveals the adhesion force, the work of adhesion and the compliance. B Since the
tip apex radius of conventional cantilevers is much smaller than the smallest lateral
dimensions of the fabricated samples, they are not suitable for measuring the adhe-
sion of these structures. C Instead of using sharp tips, the adhesion measurements
were performed with a spherical silica particle attached to a tipless cantilever. Using
a spherical particle eliminates complex alignment control.
the contact strength. To automate the analysis, custom software was coded
to process all the relevant data of a force map (Figure 3.8).
The velocity during approach and retraction of the cantilever has to be
chosen carefully, since visco-elastic effects are inﬂuencing the pull-off
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Figure 3.7.: A For measuring a force map, the sample surface is divided into
several pixels. On every pixel a force-versus-distance curve is measured. After ana-
lyzing the measurements, the adhesion is shown as a color contrast in the force map.
B As an example, a force map of 25μm×25μm is shown. The force map is based
on 64×64 force-versus-distance measurements.
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Figure 3.8.: Screenshot of the Adhesion Analyzer coded in the programming
environment Igor Pro (Wavemetrics). The AFM data can import topography, force
volume as well as lateral force images. After importing, the average force and
standard deviation are displayed for the imported image.
force.104 In this sense, the adhesion of selected arrays was measured as a
function of the velocity. As expected, the adhesion has an upper boundary
value that is reached for velocities faster than v = 12μms−1 (Figure 3.9).
Analyzing the contact of a ﬂat IP-G layer with the spherical silica probe
allows for the estimation of the contact area during the measurements. By
the inspection of the Tabor coefﬁcient for the given contact, it can be de-
cided whether the JKR model or the DMT model has to be applied.73,105,106
The JKR model leads to more realistic description of the contact between
large and soft solids, whereas the DMT model is more suitable for small,
hard solids.107 Supposing the reduced radius of curvature Cf = 10 μm,
the elastic modulus Ef = 70 GPa, the Poisson’s ratio ν f = 0.17 for the
silica probe and Cs = ∞, Es = 4 GPa and νs = 0.22 for the IP-G layer
37
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Figure 3.9.: The adhesion has been measured as a function of the retraction velocity.
For velocities faster than 12μms−1, the adhesion reaches its upper boundary value.
and assuming a surface energy of γ = γ f = γs = 45×10−3Nm−1, the Tabor
coefﬁcient is
μ =
h
Z0
=
(
γ2C∗
Z30E
∗2
)1
3 ≈ 47.5, (3.1)
where h is the neck height around the contact zone and Z0 is the equilibrium
separation of the atoms with a typical value of 3Å.105 C∗ represents the
radius of curvature of the silica probe and E∗ the reduced elastic modulus
as deﬁned by73
1
C∗
=
1
Cf
+
1
Cs
and
1
E∗
=
1−ν2f
E f
+
1−ν2s
Es
. (3.2)
Since μ > 1, the JKR model is valid for the given contact.107 The real
contact radius between a sphere and a ﬂat surface is given by73
r3 =
3C∗
4E∗
(
F +3πWC∗+
√
6πWFC∗+(3πWC∗)2
)
, (3.3)
where r is the real contact radius, W the work of adhesion and F is the
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external force. With W = γ f + γs = 2γ this leads to a contact area with
a diameter between 700 nm and 820 nm for the given preload range. The
contact area at pull off is108
rc = 0.63
(
6πWC∗2
E∗
)1
3 ≈ 350nm. (3.4)
The largest real contact area during a force-versus-distance measurement
is, therefore, at the maximum compressive load and is expected to be < 1%
than the cross sectional area of the spherical probe.
A signiﬁcantly reduced real contact area compared to the apparent con-
tact area is characteristic for rough contacts. The simplest rough surface
could be imagined as a surface uniformly covered by asperities which have
all the same radius of curvature C and the same height (Figure 3.10A).109
The center of all asperities in Figure 3.10A is at the position z= 0, however,
real surfaces usually have a random roughness. The model of Greenwood
and Williamson110 enhances the previously described model with randomly
distributed heights of the asperities (Figure 3.10B). The center of each
asperity n is displaced by Δdn from the mean plane of center, whereby the
distribution of Δdn is Gaussian.
While performing the adhesion measurements, a spherical probe
(∅ = 20 μm) was pressed into the sample with a given preload. The
relative position d of the spherical probe while performing the measure-
ments is exemplarily shown in Figure 3.10C (measurement of array 3
with mushroom-shaped tips; preload: 6 μN). The corresponding
deviations of the center mean position Δdn is Gaussian distributed.
Assigning a summit with radius of curvature C = 10 μm to each height
position dn leads to a rough surface topography with the root-mean-
squared roughness of Rq = 8.7 μm. The distribution of Δzm, the deviation
of the height from its mean height, is shifted in a way that is
39
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characteristic of rough surfaces with high peaks. Thus, the performed
adhesion measurements approximate the contact of the sample with a
micro-rough surface.
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Figure 3.10.: A The simplest roughness could be imagined
as uniformly distributed asperities which have all the same
radius of curvature C and the same height. Since the center of the asperities
are all at the same height instead of Gaussian distributed, such a surface does not
describe a roughness in the proper meaning of the word, but rather a proﬁle. The
height probability density referring to the mean height of the proﬁle is shown on the
right. B According to Greenwood and Williamson,110 a roughness can be modeled
by asperities whose summits have all the same radius of curvature C, but with
random height. The corresponding height probability density becomes Gaussian
distributed. C In the adhesion measurements that were performed, the spherical
probe touches the sample at different heights. The relative heights are exemplarily
plotted as the relative height d vs. the lateral coordinate x. The distribution
of the relative height is Gaussian, as required by the model of Greenwood and
Williamson. Assigning a summit with radius of curvature C = 10μm to each height
position leads to a rough surface topography with a skewed height probability
density that is typically for rough surfaces with high peaks. Hence, the adhesion
measurement with a spherical probe imitates the contact with a rough surface.
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3.2.2. Results
In order to investigate how geometry affects the adhesion of gecko-like
adhesives, contact strength versus preload plots were recorded. For the
plots shown in Figure 3.11, at least four force maps were averaged. As a
reference, all plots contain the adhesion vs. preload curve (crosses) of a ﬂat
sample surface that has been fabricated by 3D direct laser writing, as well.
As expected, the measured adhesion of this ﬂat reference sample is very low
and exhibits basically no preload dependency. Compared to the cylindrical
pillars, the pillars with mushroom-shaped tip show an improvement of the
adhesive properties in all our measurements. This mushroom-shape does
not only increase contact area, it also improves the stress distribution in
the contact area during detachment as recently discussed by Carbone et
al..55 By the example of the two fold hierarchical structures, Figure 3.11A
depicts the increased adhesion of the mushroom-shaped tips (solid circles)
compared to the unstructured pillars (open circles). The improvement is
seen for all preloads.
In Figure 3.11B the impact of density and aspect ratio is exempliﬁed for
the smaller pillars with mushroom-shaped tips (solid squares). A reduction
of the density of about 20% (solid stars) causes a negative effect compa-
rable to a decrease in aspect ratio of 10% (solid diamonds). This leads to
an average loss in adhesion of 40% for less density, and of even 50% in
case of a decreased aspect ratio. These slight modiﬁcations of the struc-
tures already demonstrate the strong inﬂuence of the design on the actual
adhesion. However, one of the challenges in fabricating dry adhesives is
the prevention of a structural collapse while increasing density and aspect
ratio in order to improve the adhesion.72,89
In Figure 3.11C the effect of dimension and hierarchy is analyzed.
Interestingly, the small single-level array (solid squares) exhibits the
highest adhesion performance for all preloads compared to the larger
single-level structures (solid triangles) and the hierarchical design (solid
41
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Figure 3.11.: The strong dependence of the adhesion on the actual design of
the gecko-mimicking structures is revealed by the shown contact strength versus
preload plots. Open symbols correspond to unstructured pillars while solid symbols
refer to mushroom-shaped tips. A The positive impact of the tip shape on the adhe-
sion values is shown for the two-fold hierarchical structures with (solid circles) and
without (open circles) mushroom-shaped tips. B The inﬂuence of density and as-
pect ratio is analyzed in this graph. The decrease of density (−20%; solid stars) and
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aspect ratio (−10 %; solid diamonds) causes a signiﬁcant reduction in adhesion
by 40% for a lower density and 50% for a reduced aspect ratio. C In this plot,
the effect of the hierarchical design is investigated. The small single-level struc-
ture (solid squares) exhibits consistently the highest adhesion, closely followed by
the hierarchical design (solid circles). The difference in the adhesion of those two
arrays is probably induced by the larger area fraction of the small single-level struc-
ture. However, at higher preloads the hierarchical structures become more and more
compliant whereby their lower area fraction is compensated.
circles). However, in particular for higher preloads, the adhesion of the
hierarchical array increases greatly and ﬁnally reaches the same adhesion as
the small single-level array. Unfortunately, the properties at higher preloads
could not be investigated due to the relatively low spring constant of the
cantilever (6.9Nm−1). The lower adhesion performance of the hierarchical
array up to a certain preload, presumably results from its smaller area frac-
tion. For small preloads, the contact area is dominated by this area fraction.
In this case less area fraction, therefore, leads to less adhesion. However,
at higher preloads the larger pillars of the hierarchical structures can bend
and so the compliance increases which results in increasing contact area
and therefore higher adhesion values.
The JKR-area during testing is predicted to be between 700 nm and
820nm in diameter and hence the adhesion of the larger single-level pillars
is curious at ﬁrst sight. The area on top of the considered pillars is larger
than the calculated JKR-area during testing. Hence, the measured adhesion
of the larger single-level pillars should be comparable to the adhesion of
the ﬂat reference sample. The reason for the increased adhesion is revealed
by the analysis of the adhesion maps shown in Figure 3.12C: the adhesion
on top of the large single-level structures is very low and comparable to the
adhesion measured on the ﬂat reference sample, but is high at the structure
edges. Since the used force measurement technique is not capable of distin-
guishing between different interactions, the high adhesion at the structure
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edges is mainly attributed to mechanical interlocking. The diameter of the
spherical probe was small enough to sink into the gaps between the pillars.
Consequently, a negative frictional force is detected during retraction due to
clamping effects which is not to be confused with the perpendicular adhe-
sion force originating from van-der-Waals forces. Figure 3.12 additionally
shows the modiﬁcation of the adhesion by adding the small single-level
structures on top of the large single-level structures. This conﬁguration
leads to uniformly distributed adhesion all-over the array.
Typically, the adhesion of geckos is anisotropic, meaning the pull-off
force necessary to detach a seta strongly depends on the direction of
the preload. Preloading in both the perpendicular and parallel direction
results in an over 10 times higher pull-off force of a single seta compared to
preloading a seta just in the perpendicular direction.22 Accordingly, geckos
tend to pull their feet inwards toward their body causing a parallel preload
of the setae. The resulting micron-scale displacement is necessary to align
the setae, maximize contact area with the substrate and activate adhesion.46
Autumn et al.111 further demonstrated signiﬁcant adhesive friction when
isolated setae arrays were dragged along their natural curvature. In con-
trast, when dragged against their natural curvature much less friction was
exhibited and the adhesives pads were easily peeled from the surface.
The work of Autumn and coworkers inspired groups all over the world
to mimic the directional adhesion in order to obtain strong adhesion and
easy release in synthetic gecko-like adhesives.112–114 Various designs have
been fabricated in order to switch adhesion. Angled ﬁbers with angled
tips made of soft polyurethane exhibited signiﬁcant adhesion when loaded
in one direction, and self-releasing behaviour when loaded in the opposite
shear direction. Furthermore, Murphy et al.84 demonstrated that the ad-
hesion can be controlled by varying the shear displacement before loading
in normal direction. Shear-induced unidirectional adhesion has also been
shown for stooped nanohairs and vertically aligned nanotubes with angled
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Figure 3.12.: Topography and adhesion measurements (preload: 6 μN) for the ﬂat
reference sample, the small and the larger single-level array and the hierarchical
structure. The measurements were performed with an AFM using colloid tips with
a diameter of 20 μm. A The topography image of the reference sample shows its
ﬂatness in the nanometer range (root-mean-squared roughness measured with the
colloid tip Rq = 35nm) while the adhesion map highlights its poor adhesion.B Due
to the large radius of the colloid tip the topography of the small single level struc-
tures is not properly imaged. The adhesion, however, is greatly enhanced compared
to the ﬂat reference sample. C The contour of the mushroom-shaped tips of the
larger single-level array can be identiﬁed in the topography image. The correspond-
ing force map, however, reveals that the tip frequently catches in the gap between
the pillars. D This effect is prevented for the two-folded hierarchical structure.
Since the probe cannot catch between the larger pillars, the hierarchical structure
leads to uniformly distributed high adhesion.
tips.83,115 Reddy et al.116 demonstrated a ﬁber array made of a shape-
memory polymer. Thermally induced, the authors showed switchable ad-
hesion by tilting the ﬁbers. Wedge-shaped designs and angled ﬁbers beneﬁt
from their reduced stiffness and enhanced compliance.24,32 However, the
resulting pull-off force for angled ﬁbers is less due to a rotational moment
that is induced additionally.32 Hence, in order to exceed vertical ﬁbers in
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Figure 3.13.: A Array 1, B array 4 and C array 7 were fabricated additionally
with tilted posts. D Compared to the straight arrays (solid symbols), an adhesion
improvement could not be observed for the arrays with tilted pillars (open symbols).
terms of adhesion, angled ﬁbers have to compensate the decreased pull-off
force by an increased contact area. However, Reddy et al.116 and Aksak et
al.32 measured less adhesion for angled ﬁbers compared to vertical ﬁbers
which were preloaded perpendicularly only.
By using 3D direct laser writing, fabricated tilted posts with mushroom-
shaped tips were fabricated in order to explore the various options given
by this fabrication technology (Figure 3.13A-C). Subsequently, the tilted
posts were examined with an AFM and the previously described method for
measuring the adhesive forces. Since the testing protocol excludes lateral
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Figure 3.14.: The structures fabricated by 3D direct laser writing are very durable
and showed no observable damage after thousands of adhesion measurements.
A SEM image of array 1, which contains small single level structures with a width
of 500 nm and mushroom-shaped tips. B The SEM image shows array 4, which
contains mushroom-shaped pillars of 5 μm width. C Array 7 consists of array 1
placed on top of array 4. The SEM images shown in A, B, and C were taken before
performing the adhesion measurements. D, E and F show the same arrays after the
adhesion measurements.
movement of the cantilever, the structures were preloaded in perpendicular
direction only. The adhesion vs. preload curve displayed in Figure 3.13D
compares the inﬂuence of tilting on the adhesion for small single-level
structures and two-fold hierarchical structures as well. In agreement with
the work of Reddy et al.116 and Aksak et al.,32 the adhesion of tilted struc-
tures is less when being preloaded in perpendicular direction only. Adjust-
ing the testing protocol in order to allow parallel preloads and measuring
friction is future work.
Finally, the robustness of the structures written by 3D direct laser writing
has to be emphasized. They survived thousands of force vs. distance curves
taken with the AFM. Comparing SEM images of the structures before and
after the adhesion measurements, no damaged or worn pillars could be
observed (Figure 3.14).
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3.3. Conclusion and Outlook
In conclusion, a systematic design study and adhesion analysis of gecko-
mimicking structures is presented. These structures are close to the
inspiring example of the gecko in dimensions and elastic modulus. With
3D direct laser writing it is straightforward to design, fabricate, and test
arbitrary nano- and micrometer scale structures with or without hierarchy
in a very ﬂexible way. The interpretation of the presented results was
supported by adhesion maps obtained with colloid AFM tips. The positive
impact of mushroom-shaped tips could be demonstrated for stiff materials
with lateral dimensions in the nanometer range. In addition, it was shown
that the hierarchical structure of dry adhesives positively affects adhesion
for appropriate preloads. This result supports the long-standing hypothesis
that adhesion to natural rough surfaces requires a hierarchical design to en-
sure intimate contact and therefore a high overall amount of van-der-Waals
forces.
In addition, 3D direct laser writing offers the possibility to fabricate
three-dimensional templates, so that arbitrary but demoldable soft struc-



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Figure 3.15.: SEM images of the fabricated rubber template and the molded poly-
urethane structures. A To replicate the structures that were created by 3D direct
laserwriting, a template was fabricated by pouring a liquid silicone rubber (HS-
II, Dow Corning). B Using this template, the master structure was replicated by
vacuum-molding of polyurethane (TC-892, BJB Enterprises). After pouring and
curing the polyurethane, the microﬁbers were carefully peeled off. C As shown
in the magniﬁed image, the nanostructures are hardly visible and were not molded
successfully. Possibly, using other materials for this process could help to address
this issue.
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tures can be easily manufactured by casting (Figure 3.15). Therefore,
the reported process will prospectively loom large in the fabrication of
functional surfaces.
A shortened version of this chapter was published as the article
"3D Direct Laser Writing of Nano- and Microstructured Hierarchical
Gecko-Mimicking Surfaces". M. Röhrig, M. Thiel, M. Worgull and
H. Hölscher: Small 8, 3009 (2012).
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4. Soft Molding and Dipping of Self-Cleaning
Gecko-Inspired Adhesives
Geckos hairy attachment system is contradictory at ﬁrst. On the one hand
gecko toes are exceptionally adhesive and, on the other, dirt seems not to
impair their adhesive strength. This does not match our everyday experi-
ence with tapes or sticky notes that lose their adhesion strength after the
slightest contamination (Figure 4.1). Geckos, however, have to maintain
their adhesion in a ‘dirty’ habitat like jungles or deserts. The impressive
ability of self-cleaning their toes enables geckos to keep their toes sufﬁ-
ciently adhesive by simply walking or climbing. Interestingly, only a few
studies are reported that investigate the self-cleaning ability of geckos.12,13
Contaminated gecko toes regained 35% of their initial clean adhesion dur-
ing a cleaning sequence of 8 manual preload - shear motion - pull cycles.12
Allowing geckos to peel off their contaminated toes themselves, their
digital hyperextension ability enables them to recover up to 80 % of
initial adhesion strength after only four natural steps.13
So far, gecko-inspired adhesives were demonstrated that compare
favorably to the gecko in attachment strength,34,43, 83, 117, 118 however, no
synthetic gecko-adhesive matched its natural counterpart in the ability to
regain adhesion after contamination. The most successful synthetic gecko-
inspired adhesive that can be cleaned without requiring any auxiliaries
recovers only 33 % of its initial attachment strength after 30 cleaning
cycles.81 Having an initial clean shear adhesion of 8 kPa, the adhesion of
this synthetic adhesive is only 4% of the clean shear adhesion of geckos.113
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Figure 4.1.: A qualitative demonstration of the contact self-cleaning ability of the
fabricated gecko-inspired adhesive. A An adhesive tape, the gecko-like adhesive
and an adhesive label were contaminated with glass spheres. Thereupon the con-
taminated adhesives were manually dragged once over a glass slide as schematically
shown in B. Both adhesive tape and adhesive label were only marginally cleaned of
contaminants. In contrast, the gecko-inspired adhesive shown in the middle released
nearly all contaminating glass spheres. For better visualization, the contrast of the
released glass spheres is increased in this ﬁgure. C Dragging once was sufﬁcient
to clean the gecko-like adhesive enough to exhibit signiﬁcant adhesion (adhesive
pressure = 0.87kPa, diameter of the specimen holder is 12mm). Adhesive tape and
label, however, did not even support their own weight since their adhesive zones
were still fully covered by glass spheres.
To be practical, self-cleaning is required for most of the envisioned
applications of gecko-inspired adhesives which are typically based on
the reusability of such adhesives. Consequently, the development of
self-cleaning gecko-inspired adhesives is one of the critical next steps
to successfully produce biomimetic solutions such as: extremely strong,
reusable adhesive tapes, non-irritating and reusable medical bandages,119
robust climbing robots,24, 25 and industrial pick-and-place robotic manipu-
lators.26, 27
In this chapter, the mechanics of contact self-cleaning are investi-
gated. Three sizes of mushroom-shaped microﬁbers were fabricated by
combining soft molding and a dipping process.32,84 By analyzing sev-
eral size combinations of microﬁbers and contaminants three regimes of
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contact self-cleaning were revealed. Exploiting these ﬁndings, a syn-
thetic gecko-inspired tape is presented combining high adhesive strength
and self-cleaning ability that match geckos’ properties very closely. As
demonstrated in Figure 4.1 this exceeds by far commercial duct tapes or
labels which only provide high adhesive strength at ﬁrst but cannot be
cleaned when contaminated. Inspired by the folds of skin on the gecko’s
foot (lamellae) contact self-cleaning is further improved by a hierarchical
design. Finally, the essential rolling and sliding process of contact self-
cleaning is explained in a theoretical model.
4.1. Fabrication of Mushroom-Shaped Microﬁbers by Soft
Molding and Dipping
In order to examine the effect of size on contact self-cleaning, three types of
gecko-inspired adhesive structures and a ﬂat unstructured reference patch
were fabricated by combining soft molding and dipping processes (Fig-
ure 4.2 and 4.3).32, 84
Initially, an SU-8 master structure was fabricated with a two-stage
UV-lithographic process. For this purpose, a thin layer of SU-8
(SU-8 2025, MicroChem) was spun on a glass wafer. After soft bak-
ing, the thin layer was uniformly exposed to UV-light followed by a post
exposure bake. Afterwards, a second layer of SU-8 was spun on top of the
exposed ﬁlm. Subsequently, a chrome mask was used in order to
UV-expose the master structure. After ﬁnishing this lithographic step, the
unexposed regions were dissolved in a developer bath (SU-8 developer,
MicroChem) revealing the micropatterned master structure.
In order to replicate this master structure, a soft template had to be
created by pouring a liquid silicone rubber (HS-II, Dow Corning) over
the SU-8 master structure. After curing for 24 h at room temperature, the
template was peeled off the SU-8.
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Figure 4.2.: Schematic overview of the fabrication of mushroom-shaped poly-
urethane ﬁbers. 1 First, a master structure was created by UV lithography.
2 A template of the master structure was fabricated by pouring liquid silicone
rubber. This template enabled the replication of the master structure by vacuum-
molding. 3 Using a dipping process the replicated ﬁbers received mushroom-shaped
tips. 4 Creating a ﬁnal rubber template allowed for the molding of mushroom-
shaped microﬁbers.
This ﬂexible template containing the inverse contour of the master
structure served as a mold for the vacuum-molding of soft polyurethane
(ST-1060, BJB Enterprises, elastic modulus: 2.9MPa, work of adhesion to
glass: 93mJm−2) After pouring and curing the polyurethane, the replicated
microﬁbers were demolded by carefully peeling them off.
For the fabrication of widened microﬁber endings, so-called mushroom-
shaped tips, a dipping process was performed afterwards. For this purpose,
a thin layer of liquid polyurethane was spun onto a polystyrene substrate.
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Figure 4.3.: Side-view optical microscope images of the three sizes of microﬁbers
used in this study. All dimensions are in μm. A The small microﬁbers are 25 μm
high and 20μm wide at the tip. B The medium-sized pillars are 50μm in height and
30μm in diameter at the tip. C The large microﬁbers are 105μm high and possess a
tip diameter of 95μm.
Brieﬂy dipping the fabricated microﬁbers into the liquid polyurethane layer
formed droplets at their tips. Pressing these endings onto a ﬂat substrate
resulted in mushroom-shaped microﬁbers after curing.
By fabricating a template with the previously described method these
mushroom-shaped microﬁbers can be replicated by vacuum-molding. In
this way, three sizes of polyurethane microﬁbers (tip diameter: 20 μm,
30μm, and 95μm) were fabricated (Figure 4.3).
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4.2. Self-Cleaning Procedure
4.2.1. Contaminants
In order to investigate the contact self-cleaning of the fabricated micro-
ﬁbers, they have to be contaminated by well deﬁned particles. Five distinct
sizes of glass spheres ranging from 3μm to 215μm were used as contami-
nants (Table 4.1). In this way, the relationship of contaminant sizes to the
dimension of the microﬁbers was investigated.
Table 4.1.: Measured diameters of the glass spheres used to contaminate the micro-
ﬁbers. Mean diameter ∅m and standard deviation S.D. are given in μm. Both mean
diameter and standard deviation were determined by analyzing the microscope
images with customized software (Figure 4.4).
type supplier ∅m S.D.
GL–0191 1−15μm MO-SCI Specialty Products 2.8 1.7
SLGMS 45−53μm Cospheric 46.2 5.8
BBI–8541400 Sartorius 118.5 18.1
BBI–8541507 Sartorius 123.6 26.5
type 1922 Potters Industries 213.6 28.9
4.2.2. Testing Protocol of Self-Cleaning Measurements
The performed cleaning and adhesion measurements are divided into three
phases (Figure 4.5):
1. adhesion measurement of the clean sample,
2. contamination of the sample, and
3. adhesion measurement followed by cleaning (alternating).
Below, the testing setup and the particular phases are discussed in detail.
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Figure 4.4.: Screenshot of the coded Matlab software that determines and analyses
position and diameter of the contaminating particles. In this way, the contaminants
were characterized in detail.
Setup. As shown in Figure 4.6, the testing protocol was carried out
on a fully automated set-up that was built onto an inverted view optical
microscope (Eclipse LE200, Nikon). Using in-house software, the custom
3-axis computer controlled motion control system (MFA-CC and
VP-25XA, Newport) allowed the relative positioning of the microﬁbers
and the glass slide serving as substrate (Microscope Slide, Pearl). The
contact of the microﬁbers attached to the glass substrate was visualized
by the inverted view optical microscope and a color digital video camera
(DFW-X710, Sony). In order to generate reproducible results, the micro-
ﬁbers and the glass slide were properly aligned by manual adjustment
of two rotational stages (GON40-U, Newport) and optical control. The
normal forces applied to the adhesive sample were captured with a load cell
and a signal ampliﬁer (GSO-50 and TMO-2, Transducer Techniques) via a
data acquisition board (NI PCI-6259, National Instruments). The commer-
cially pre-cleaned glass slides that served as substrate were prepared for
use by wiping with lint-free lens paper and blowing with compressed air.
The glass microspheres used as contaminants were packed in dry air by the
supplier and were used as is.
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Figure 4.5.: Schematic of the performed cleaning and adhesion measurements.
Sample preparation. The samples had to be attached to the load cell via
a cantilever. For this purpose, the samples were manually cut into squares
(500μm×500μm) by cutting with a scalpel along laser marked guidelines.
Using double-sided tape, the cutted samples were mounted onto a clear
acrylic peg which acted as a handling substrate. The peg itself was afﬁxed
to the clear acrylic cantilever with double-sided tape. Due to the manual
cutting of the patches, edge structures were occasionally damaged. These
errors were negated by the analysis protocol, which normalizes all self-
cleaning results to the initial clean adhesion of each sample.
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Figure 4.6.: A As this rendered model shows, the adhesion testing system was built
on an inverted view microscope. B Photograph of the established testing setup.
The labeled components are: a - goniometer, b - manual x and y axes stages,
c - motorized y axis stage, d - load cell, e - light source, f - adhesive sample, g - glass
contact substrate, h - microscope objective.
Clean adhesion measurement. According to Figure 4.5, the adhesion of
the virgin samples was measured by vertically approaching the samples to
the underlying glass slide until a predeﬁned compressive load was achieved
(velocity: 25 μms−1). Afterwards, the samples were retracted from the
glass slide with the same velocity. The recorded forces were analyzed with
in-house software (Matlab, MathWorks).
The resulting adhesion vs. preload plot comparing the data of all three
different sizes of microﬁbers is shown in Figure 4.7. The large microﬁbers
offer the highest adhesion (130 kPa, preload: 200 kPa, N = 10 samples).
With decreasing microﬁbers, the measured adhesion drops and reaches
102 kPa (preload: 60 kPa, N = 5) for the medium microﬁbers and 85 kPa
(preload: 40kPa, N = 6) for the smallest microﬁbers.
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Figure 4.7.: Adhesion vs. preload measurements of the clean microﬁbers (large
posts (N = 10 samples): triangles; medium posts (N = 4): circles; small posts
(N = 5): quadrangles; total number of experiments: 855).
On the basis of these results the preload for the subsequent experiments
was determined to preferably maximize the adhesion of each size of micro-
ﬁbers (ﬁlled symbols).
Contamination. After measuring the clean adhesion, each sample was
contaminated by pressing it onto a monolayer of glass spheres (Figure 4.5).
This was performed by pressing the sample onto the microspheres at a
velocity of 25 μms−1 until a predeﬁned compressive load was achieved,
then the sample was retracted at the same velocity. According to Figure 4.7
the preload was determined to preferably maximize the adhesion (small
sized structure: 10mN (40 kPa); medium sized structure: 15mN (60 kPa);
large sized structure: 50mN (200kPa)).
To create a homogeneous monolayer of microspheres, one of the three
following approaches was chosen: For microspheres larger than 150μm in
diameter, it was sufﬁcient to manually pour them onto a glass slide, where
they settled through gravity into a monolayer. Microspheres with diame-
ters between 15μm and 150μm were poured onto a glass slide, then pressed
with a glass cover slip to create a monolayer. For microspheres smaller than
15μm in diameter, an aluminum surface was dusted with these spheres ﬁrst.
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Then, an electrostatic charge was built upon a glass slide by rubbing it with
a piece of lint-free lens paper. Bringing the glass slide near the dusted
surface, the spheres were attracted to the glass slide and formed a well-
deﬁned monolayer.
Adhesion measurements followed by cleaning. After contamination, the
adhesion of each sample was measured immediately serving as the dirty
case. To maintain a standardized cleaning procedure, the samples were
cleaned by rubbing them against clean, dry glass slides. This was done
through continuous load-drag-pull cycles with alternating dragging direc-
tions. In order to record how much adhesion was recovered, adhesion
measurements were taken after each cleaning procedure and normalized to
the initial clean adhesion (Figure 4.5). The direction of lateral displacement
was alternated for each cleaning cycle to prevent any plastic deformation of
the backing layer. The compressive load applied while dragging was em-
pirically determined and identical for each post size (400 kPa). The glass
slide serving as a substrate was cleaned as needed by wiping with a dry
piece of lens paper and then with compressed air.
4.3. Self-Cleaning Analysis
Following the testing protocol described above, 24 different samples were
used to perform more than 1000 experiments. In these studies all sam-
ples self-cleaned considerably (Figure 4.8). The rate and the degree of
contact self-cleaning, however, signiﬁcantly depended on the diameter of
the contaminating particles and the tip diameter of the microﬁbers relative
to one another. For classiﬁcation, the non-dimensional parameter κ was
introduced to represent the ratio between the contaminant diameter to tip
diameter.
In this way, three regimes of contact self-cleaning (Table 4.2) were iden-
tiﬁed. In the large contaminants regime the diameter of the contaminating
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Figure 4.8.: The scanning electron microscopy images show the three self-cleaning
regimes before and after dry self-cleaning.
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particles is more than twice the tip diameters, i.e., κ > 2.0. In the
similar contaminants regime, the value of κ is between 0.75 and 2. In
case of contaminants that are smaller than 0.75 times the tip diameter the
small contaminants regime is reached (κ < 0.75). In doing this classiﬁ-
cation different combinations of ﬁber and contaminant sizes are directly
comparable. It is likewise valid to use another characterstic length, other
than the tip diameter, for classiﬁcation as can be seen from Figure 4.9.
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Table 4.2.: Classiﬁcation of all self-cleaning regimes by listing all combinations
of microﬁber and contaminant dimensions. Three regimes were identiﬁed deﬁned
by their ratio κ of the microﬁber tip diameter and the particle diameter: the small
contaminants regime (κ < 0.75), the similar contaminants regime (0.75 ≤ κ ≤ 2),
and the large contaminants regime (κ > 2).
4.3.1. Adhesion Recovery
In Figure 4.10 the adhesion recovery is plotted as a function of the per-
formed cleaning cycles. The inserted ﬁts (solid lines) are based on the
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Figure 4.9.: Classiﬁcation of self-cleaning regimes. The self-cleaning capability
depends on the relative sizes of contaminating particles and the characteristic length
of the microﬁbers. The characteristic length can be A the tip radius, B the length of
the ﬁber, or C the spacing between ﬁbers. In the case of tip-radius dependency three
regimes were deﬁned: the big contaminants regime for when the particle radius is
greater than twice the tip diameter, the similar contaminants regime for contami-
nants that are about the same size as the tip diameter and the small contaminants
regime for particles that are less than 0.75 times the tip diameter.
ﬁtting function Pad (t) = Fad −c exp−t/T , where Pad represents the percent-
age of clean adhesion, Fad the limit of adhesion recovery, c and T are the
ﬁtting coefﬁcients and t is the number of cleaning cycles (Table 4.3). In
doing so, the differences between the three contact self-cleaning regimes
emerges. The capability of contact self-cleaning was maximized in the
large contaminants regime (Figure 4.10A) whereas the rate and degree of
self-cleaning are signiﬁcantly reduced in the intermediate (Figure 4.10B)
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Figure 4.10.: Adhesion recovery of the three self-cleaning regimes and the ﬂat
reference patch. The regained adhesion of the samples are shown as a function
of the cleaning cycles. To highlight adhesion recovery, the regained adhesion
was normalized to the initial clean adhesion. The solid lines represent ﬁts to
the measured data. A In the large contaminants regime, the adhesion is nearly
zero directly after contamination but recovers quickly to Fad = 83 %. B In the
intermediate regime rate and degree of adhesion recovery are lower (Fad = 63%).
C The ﬁbers contaminated by small particles retained some adhesion even when
dirty, however, they did not recover much adhesion (Fad = 42 %). D The ﬂat
control sample revealed the worst performance in both rate and degree of adhesion
recovery (Fad = 35%).
and even more in the small contaminants regime (Figure 4.10C).
Self-cleaning in the large contaminants regime (κ > 2.0) saturated to
80 % of clean adhesion performance after only 9 cleaning cycles (with
N = 5 investigated samples). The regime of similar contaminants
(0.75 ≤ κ ≤ 2) regained 55% of its initial clean adhesion within 12 clean-
ing cycles (N = 6). The lowest self-cleaning capability of the microﬁber
samples were observed in the small contaminants regime (κ < 0.75) that
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Table 4.3.: Fit parameters for the three different contact self-cleaning regimes.
c T
κ > 2 81.2 4.3
0 ≤ κ ≤ 2 61.3 9.1
κ < 0.75 19.2 8.3
ﬂat 38.2 5.6
saturated to 40% within 11 cleaning cycles (N = 8). Interestingly, however,
in contrast to the other two regimes, the adhesion directly after contamina-
tion was still about 20% in this regime. This observation is considered in
detail in the section below.
Flat unstructured adhesive patches of the same dimensions as the ﬁber-
patterned samples (500 μm× 500 μm) served as control samples. In this
study, these ﬂat control samples were cleaned with the process parameters
according to the ones used for the large posts. Only the largest particles
used in the experiments were self-cleaned from the ﬂat patch, however,
even for these contaminants the measured self-cleaning performance was
signiﬁcantly behind all microﬁber patches (Figure 4.10D). The adhesion
recovery was only about 35% after 20 cleaning cycles (N = 5).
4.3.2. Contamination-Resistance
The ability of the microﬁber arrays to remain adhesive immediately
after contamination, the so-called contamination-resistance, is investigated
in the following (Figure 4.11). For this, the adhesion measurered directly
after contamination but before cleaning cycles as well as the video data
were analyzed. This analysis revealed that in the regimes of large and
similarly-sized contaminants (κ > 2.0 and 0.75≤ κ ≤ 2) almost no contam-
ination resistance was exhibited since the contaminating particles blocked
the contact between microﬁbers and substrate. However, for samples
covered with small contaminants (κ < 0.75), adhesion remained at 22.4%
immediately after contamination (Figure 4.10C).
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Figure 4.11.: Direct self-cleaning comparison within the ﬁrst 10 cleaning cycles.
Compared to the other regimes and the ﬂat control the large contaminants regime
demonstrates the most effective self-cleaning performance (red bars). Remarkably,
only the microﬁbers in the small contaminants regime (κ < 0.75) maintain appre-
ciable adhesion directly after contamination. The error bars of the measurements
refer to the minimum and maximum value of the dataset.
Two factors are responsible for the observed contamination-resistance in
the small particle regime. First, the contaminants are randomly distributed
on the microﬁber sample. Although they initially form a monolayer, the
contaminating particles are stochastically distributed when applied to the
microﬁbers and some ﬁber tips remain clean. Second, even when a ﬁber tip
is contaminated the mushroom-shaped tip allows conformation around the
particles as long as these particles are much smaller than the ﬁber.53,55, 120
4.3.3. Self-Cleaning Modes
To investigate in which way the loading mode affects particle cleaning,
the contaminants removed from the structures during both normal loading
and shear loading steps were counted (Figure 4.12). Interestingly, 95% of
the removed contaminants were cleaned during shear loading and only the
remainder during normal loading (S.D. = 13%, N = 15). This indicates that
shearing of the adhesives is very important for their cleaning.
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Figure 4.12.: Importance of shearing for contact self-cleaning. An example case
of cleaning the large microﬁbers contaminated with particles that are 118.5 μm in
mean diameter is shown. Normal loading did not remove any contaminants from
the sample. However, the subsequent shear-loading step removed nearly all of the
particles from the top of the patch.
Additionally, this study revealed two modes of contact self-cleaning.
First, during contact self-cleaning the contaminants can be transferred to
the clean substrate. However, this deposition seems to be less relevant than
embedding. Here, particles are conveyed to the spacing between micro-
ﬁbers (Figure 4.13). Hence, regaining initial clean adhesion strength is
not necessarily related to actually removing dirt from the adhesive. This
result expands on previous studies, which only considered particles much
greater in diameter than the ﬁbers and only proposed self-cleaning by
depositing12,81 or rolling.121 The principle task of geckos to rapidly recover
adhesion is possible by just removing the contaminating particles from the
tips of their setae. Where the dirt ends up on a short time-scale is not critical
for the stickiness of geckos’ toes. As shown in section 4.4, the self-cleaning
performance of gecko-inspired microﬁbers can be further improved by
considering the long-term deposition of contaminants by including
lamellae-like structures.
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Figure 4.13.: Depositing and embedding are the most important modes of contact
self-cleaning. Depositing is shown by means of an array of large microﬁbers (tip
diameter: 5 μm) during one cleaning cycle. Due to the applied shear displacement
the pillars collapse and the backing layer deforms. When released, the microﬁbers
snap back. In this way, contaminants are deposited to the substrate as shown in
the background-subtracted micrograph in frame 5. Embedding is shown using the
example of a contaminating particle in the large contaminants regime (κ > 2). The
applied shear force causes the contaminant to roll off of the microﬁbers. When
reaching the end of the patch the contaminant is embedded to the backing as
indicated by the arrow in frame 5.
4.3.4. Robustness
Shearing of the microﬁbers may cause physical damage and therefore de-
creased performance of the adhesives over time. In order to investigate
self-inﬂicted damage due to contact self-cleaning, the adhesion of a clean
patch of large microﬁbers was measured as a function of shearing steps.
Even after 50 shearing steps, the initial adhesion changed only marginally,
revealing the enormous robustness of the soft microﬁbers (Figure 4.14).
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Figure 4.14.: To investigate to which degree wearing is an issue, 40 shearing steps
were performed on a clean patch of large microﬁbers. After 40 cleaning cycles,
the microﬁbers were still undamaged and their attachment strength only dropped
marginally.
4.3.5. Synthetic vs. Gecko Self-Cleaning
The rate and degree of contact self-cleaning was maximized in the regime
of large contaminants (κ > 2, Figure 4.10A). This leads to the conclu-
sion that making microﬁbers much smaller than possible contaminants will
result in synthetic gecko-like adhesives that are able to self-clean. As
visual observations revealed, almost no contaminants were deposited
directly onto the substrate. Instead, in the regime of large contaminants
the particles were rolled along the microﬁbers until they reached the
edge of the adhesive patch. Transferring these observations to the hairy
attachment system of geckos indicates that the nanometer size of the
spatulae does not only improve adhesion52 but also ensures remaining in the
large contaminants regime, while the stripy lamellae create cavities for the
embedding of contaminants.
To make synthetic gecko-like adhesives applicable for real world appli-
cations, they have to be extremely adhesive in both their clean and cleaned
states. The large microﬁbers (95μm tip diameter) possess the highest clean
adhesion among the three tested microﬁber sizes. The large microﬁbers in
the large contaminant regimes demonstrate up to 140 kPa of initial clean
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Figure 4.15.: Comparison of the absolute adhesion of geckos and synthetic micro-
ﬁbers. The measured adhesion recovery of large microﬁbers (95μm tip diameter) in
the large contaminants regime (κ > 2) eventually recovered to 100% of the initial
clean adhesion. In this case the synthetic gecko-like adhesive had similar quantita-
tive performance to the gecko in terms of rate and degree of adhesion and contact
self-cleaning (gray scale bars are data from literature12). The error bars that corre-
spond to the synthetic microﬁbers refer to the minimum and maximum value of the
dataset.
attachment force. Interestingly, they are not only comparable to geckos in
absolute adhesion but also in their self-cleaning performance as shown in
Figure 4.15, in which the observations of this work are compared with data
of gecko setae published by Hansen et al..12
For this comparison to be valid, similarities and differences in the
testing protocols of this study of synthetic microﬁbers and gecko self-
cleaning studies12 have to be considered. The size of the microﬁber samples
used in this study was much smaller than the adhesive patch on a gecko toe.
Consequently, the microﬁber samples slightly beneﬁt as adhesion seems to
increase as patch size decreases.53 In both studies, the cleaning protocols
are similar as cleaning was conducted by shearing the adhesive along a
clean glass surface. Furthermore, spherical particles in the large contami-
nants regime (κ > 2) were used in both works, although the particles were
made of glass in this work, and of ceramic in the gecko study. Geometry
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and bulk material stiffness of the synthetic microﬁbers differ from gecko
setae, however, their effective modulus is similar (gecko ≈ 100 kPa;17
synthetic microﬁbers with 95 μm tip diameter ≈ 30 kPa, determined
empirically). Finally, the adhesion of the microﬁbers acts perpendicu-
lar to the surface whereas the gecko’s acts while shearing lateral to the
substrate. Despite these differences, the principle comparison is valid
and demonstrates for the ﬁrst time a synthetic gecko-like adhesive that is
appreciably as sticky as gecko toes and as efﬁcient at recovering adhesion
by contact self-cleaning.
4.4. Lamellae-Inspired Hierarchical Design
Inspired by the gecko’s lamellae a hierarchical adhesive patch was created
to exploit the observation that embedding is a primary means of
self-cleaning and to qualitatively test this principle on a larger scale
(Figure 4.16). By cutting out strips, this lamellae sample was patterned into
rows of microﬁbers on raised ridges with intervening gaps (Figure 4.16A).
In this way, an abstract analog of the gecko’s lamellae was created. A
sample of large microﬁbers (tip diameter: 95 μm) was the basis of this
lamellae-inspired sample. By patterning, raised ridges that were four
pillars wide (550 μm) and grooves half the width of the raised ridges were
obtained, resulting in about 67 % of adhesive area coverage. After con-
taminating the lamellae-inspired samples by dipping into 110μm diameter
glass spheres, the sample was self-cleaned by manually shearing the
lamellae patch along a glass slide (Figure 4.16C). This was enough to
recover 17 % of its initial clean adhesion. In Figure 4.16E, however,
it is shown that adhesion recovery is much more difﬁcult in case of
non-hierarchical samples as the contaminants have to roll along the whole
area of the patch.
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Figure 4.16.: Lamellae-inspired hierarchical design. A The stripy adhesive patch
(5.5×5.5mm2) of large microﬁbers was composed of 9 raised ridges, each 4 micro-
ﬁbers wide. These ridges were divided by gaps, half as wide as the ridges. Mounted
onto a rigid acrylic backing the lamellae-patterned adhesive patch held 30g of mass
(about 10 kPa). B This series shows, from top to bottom: pouring of the 110 μm
diameter glass spheres into a dish, pressing the adhesive into the spheres, the con-
taminated adhesive, and the cleaning process of rubbing the adhesive against a glass
slide. C Although the adhesive patch appeared to be clogged with spheres even
after cleaning, it regained enough adhesive strength to hold 5 g (1.7 kPa). D SEM
imaging revealed that most of the contaminating glass spheres were trapped within
the gaps. However, some were still contaminating the microﬁbers. Furthermore,
some microﬁbers were destroyed due to the rubbing process. E On the other hand,
the SEM images of the unpatterned patch of microﬁbers show that the contaminants
remaining within the array impeded adhesion recovery.
As demonstrated in the qualitative proof of concept, adding grooves
serving as collecting pans enhances the rate of self-cleaning for large-area
patches as contaminants have not to cross the whole patch to be removed
from the adhesive. However, two distinct limitations were observed. First,
once the grooves are saturated with particles they can prevent the adhe-
sive patch from properly contacting the substrate. Due to the non-optimal
design of the lamellae-inspired patch, the rate and degree of contact self-
cleaning will probably signiﬁcantly lie behind the adhesion recovery of
the small-scale adhesive patches. Additionally the stripy design leads to
uneven shear pressure across the face of the adhesive surface during
contact self-cleaning. This results in partly damaged structures due to stress
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concentration on the leading edges of the patch. Hence, a lamellae-inspired
hierarchical design will enhance the rate of contact-self cleaning, however,
the mentioned issues have to be addressed in the future. Possibly, this can
be achieved by optimized groove designs and/or by mimicking the digital
hyperextension of the gecko toe.13
4.4.1. Modeling
To gain more insight into the contact self-cleaning process, a model for
a single spherical particle contaminating a ﬁber array is presented (Fig-
ure 4.17A). First, the critical shear force Fy necessary to achieve cleaning
by sliding or rolling is calculated. For the contaminating particle to slide
along the ﬁber array, the applied shear force must be higher or equal to the
product of shear strength τ f and contact area Af of the ﬁber-contaminant
interface122
Fy = τ f A f , (4.1)
where the contact area is assumed to be of circular shape (Af = πa2f ).
Using the Johnson-Kendall-Roberts elastic contact mechanics theory,73 the
contact radius a f is
a3f =
3R
4E∗f c
(
Fz+3πWf R+
√
6πWf FzR+
(
3πWf R
)2)
, (4.2)
where R represents the radius of the spherical contaminant, E∗ is the
reduced elastic modulus of the ﬁber/contaminant system, Fz represents the
applied normal load andWf is the work of adhesion at the ﬁber-contaminant
interface.
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Figure 4.17.: Modelling of the contact self-cleaning mechanics in the large contam-
inants regime. A Schematic of the forces and moments affecting particle cleaning.
Fy and Fz represent the applied shear force and the applied normal load, respectively;
f f is the friction force at the ﬁber-particle interface; fg is the friction force at the
substrate-particle interface; Nf is the normal force at the ﬁber-particle interface; Mt
is the rolling resistance. B The theoretical cleaning condition (equation 4.6) reveals
that cleaning by rolling or sliding can be achieved even for lowest load by choosing
an appropriate combination of applied shear and normal forces. The shown plot
corresponds to a ﬁber array (Ef = 2.9MPa, ν f = 0.49, and Wf = 93mJm−2) con-
taminated with a 150μm diameter glass sphere that is rubbed along a glass substrate
(Eg = 73GPa, νg = 0.17, and Wg = 56mJm−2).
To roll the contaminant across the ﬁber array, its rolling resistance Mt
must be overcome by the moment induced by the applied shear force. This
leads to123
2FyR ≥ Mt = 6πR
(
Wf ξ f +Wgξg
)
, (4.3)
with Wf and Wg representing the work of adhesion at the ﬁber-contaminant
and substrate-contaminant interfaces, respectively, and ξ f and ξg are the
shift in the contact area of the ﬁber-contaminant and substrate-contaminant
interfaces due to rocking motion. Typically, the shift due to rocking motion
is limited by the interatomic distance ε and the contact radius a, leading to
ε f ≤ ξ f ≤ a f and εg ≤ ξg ≤ ag. (4.4)
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In making the conservative assumption that ξ equals a, the shift in the con-
tact area ξ becomes dependend on the applied normal load Fz according to
eq. 4.3.
Finally, the static frictional force of the substrate/contaminant interface
represents the upper boundary for the applied shear force Fy. Exceeding
this static frictional force leads to slipping in the substrate-contaminant
interface and thereby inhibition of lateral force transmission. Therefore,
it is
Fy ≤ τgAg, (4.5)
where τg is the shear strength and Ag is the contact area of the substrate-
contaminant interface.
Thus, the condition for cleaning a contaminating particle by rolling or
sliding is given by
τgAg (Fz)> Fy ≥
⎧⎨
⎩τ f A f (Fz) sliding3π (Wf ξ f (Fz)+Wgξg (Fz)) rolling (4.6)
In (Figure 4.17B), the condition for cleaning a contaminating particle
by rolling or sliding is plotted for typical values. Interestingly, even for
lowest external loads there always exists a combination of applied shear
and normal forces in which contact self-cleaning occurs.
4.5. Conclusion and Outlook
In summary, different sizes of soft mushroom-shaped microﬁbers were fab-
ricated by soft molding and dipping processes. To reveal size effects in
self-cleaning, these gecko-like adhesives were contaminated with spherical
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glass particles of different size ranges. In the adhesion and cleaning exper-
iments it was observed that the size ratio of microﬁbers and contaminants
strongly affects the rate and degree of contact self-cleaning. Furthermore,
the mechanics of contact self-cleaning were investigated, showing that
rolling end embedding is a major principle of self-cleaning of gecko-like
adhesives. The most rapid cleaning can be achieved in case of microﬁbers
that are much smaller than the contaminant. In this way, contaminants can
easily roll off the patch. Exploiting these observations, a synthetic gecko-
like adhesive was achieved, matching the attachment strength (140kPa) and
self-cleaning (up to 100%) of geckos very closely. As demonstrated in a
lamellae-inspired adhesive, hierarchy is required for contact self-cleaning
of large area patches. The design guidelines discovered in this work could
inspire new gecko-like adhesives that could ensure robust adhesion in both
laboratory and real world conditions.
A shortened version of this chapter was submitted as the article "Staying
Sticky: Contact Self-Cleaning of Gecko-Inspired Adhesives". Y. Mengüç
and M. Röhrig (equally contributing co-authors), U. Abusomwan,
H. Hölscher an M. Sitti. The examined microﬁbers were obtained from
nanoGriptech LLC. The testing setup was designed by Y. Mengüç. Testing
and analysis were supported by Y. Mengüç, H. Hölscher and M. Sitti. The
modeling section was basically set up by U. Abusomwan.
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5. Large-Area Replication of Gecko-Inspired
Micro- and Nanostructures
Phenomena discovered in nature like the self-cleaning of gecko toes12
and lotus leaves,9 sensor functionality of butterﬂy wings,124,125 and the
adhesion of geckos22 and insects49 are promising for advanced applica-
tions as well as for consumer products in every day life. For instance, syn-
thetic gecko-like adhesives may be applied in medical engineering,119,126
pick-and-place systems27,127 as well as for self-cleaning adhesive tapes for
reclosable containers or ofﬁce supplies.12, 81 As in the examples of lotus
leaf, butterﬂy wings, and gecko toes, the remarkable features found in
nature are often based on surface structuring. A hierachical formation of
micro- and nano-pillars is found in most plant cuticles, in natural photonic
crystals like the wings of the Morpho butterﬂy,128 as well as in attachment
devices of lizards and insects.9, 49 For instance, the adhesive toe pads of
Tokay geckos (Gekko gecko) are covered by a hierarchical formation of
high aspect ratio hair. These hair are called setae and are about 4 μm in
diameter and 100μm in length. The setae split up to ﬁve times and, ﬁnally,
they branch into hundreds of tiny endings in the nanometer range. The high
aspect ratio of the hierarchical hair decreases the effective elastic modu-
lus by ﬁve orders of magnitude, leading to the highest compliance.45 Due
to this, geckos achieve very intimate contact to ﬂat and even to relatively
rough surfaces, enabling them to climb walls and ceilings with only the
help of van-der-Waals interactions.15 Additionally, as described in Chap-
ter 3 and 4, hierarchy enhances adhesion due to energy dissipation and
provides space to accommodate contaminants while maintaining self-
cleaning.
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5.1. Polymer Replication Processes
In order to mimic the surfaces found in nature, typically the established
processes for the replication of micro- and nanostructures are applied.
Injection molding is the most common technique and well established in
industry. Recently, UV-nanoimprint increasingly gains signiﬁcance due to
its high precision. Hot embossing is the most universal micro replication
technique making it particularly attractive for research facilities.
Injection molding. Injection molding is the method of choice for most
macroscopic polymer components. A plastifying screw is doses, melts and
compresses the polymer. Then, the low-viscous polymer melt is injected
into a more or less complex mold. Typically, ejector pins embedded into
the mold enable demolding. A broad variety of processable thermoplastic
polymers and short cycle times makes injection molding economically
interesting. Setting up temperature control of the mold makes this so-called
variothermal injection molding process applicable for microstructures.37
Molds heated above the softening temperature of the polymer prevent the
polymer melt from solidifying within the small cavities. However, cycle
times are increased due to the cyclic heating and cooling of the mold.
Characteristically, long ﬂow paths combined with high injection speed and
rapid cooling of the polymer melt induce high inner stresses in the molded
parts.41 Additionally, the pressure drop occurring over the ﬂow path
leads to limited ﬁlling of exterior cavities and anisotropic shrinkage of the
part.39 These characteristics limit the applicability of variothermal injection
molding for the fabrication of thin foils covered with high aspect ratio
micro- and nano-structures.
UV-nanoimprint. UV-nanoimprint is a highly precise replication
process for dimensions down to the nanometer range.38 The micro- or
nanostructured master, typically a PDMS or glass mold, is pressed into
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the uncured UV-curable polymer. UV-exposure initiates crosslinking and
therefore curing of the polymer. Soft molds made of PDMS even allow for
the demolding of undercuts. UV-nanoimprint is suitable for the large-area
fabrication of micro- and nano-structures. However, it is restricted to a
comparatively small variety of polymers. Additionally, demolding forces
occurring from interfacial adhesion of the UV-curable polymer and the
mold limit the achievable aspect ratio of micro- and nanostructures.
Hot embossing. A related technique is hot embossing39 also known as
thermal nanoimprint. The tremendous variety of applicable materials,
ranging from amorphous and semicrystalline thermoplastic polymers to
thermoplastic elastomers and to novel material classes like shape-memory
polymers, liquid wood or metallic glasses, makes it the most universal
micro- and nanoreplication technique.39–41,129,130 In this open-tool tech-
nique, a thin polymer ﬁlm is inserted between the mold insert and the
opposing, typically rough, substrate plate (Figure 5.1). By heating up mold
insert and substrate plate, the polymer is softened. Compression with forces
up to 1000 kN ensures complete ﬁlling of the micro- and nanocavities.
After solidifying the polymer by cooling the tool while maintaining the
compression, the separation of mold insert and substrate plate demolds
the delicate structures.39 Here, cycle times are comparable to those of
variothermal injection molding.39 In contrast to injection molding, hot
embossing excels in extremely short ﬂow paths minimizing inner stresses
induced in the molded parts. In addition, the viscousity of the polymer
exceeds the one needed for injection molding. Consequently, a lower
polymer temperature is sufﬁcient leading to reduced shrinkage during
cooling. Therefore, demolding forces are decreased allowing for higher
aspect ratios of micro- and nano-structures compared to micro injection
molding.40 However, demolding forces still limit the aspect ratio of
sub-micron structures to 3.42
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Figure 5.1.: Schematic of the hot embossing process.
Requirements in Biomimetics. Most bio-inspired surfaces, however,
require not only higher aspect ratios but also the hierarchical formation
of micro- and nanostructures. Today, limitations in aspect ratio, multilevel
hierarchy and scalability of the established replication technologies impede
commercial break-through of various bio-inspired smart surfaces. In order
to bridge this gap, threefold hierarchical gecko-inspired micro- and nano-
structures were fabricated by advanced hot embossing techniques.
5.2. Advanced Hot Embossing Techniques
In this section, advanced hot embossing and hot pulling processes allowing
multilevel hierarchies of micro- and nanostructures with aspect ratio greater
than 10 are presented. Threefold hierarchical gecko-inspired structures
with 200 nm wide endings were fabricated. The feasibility of fabricating
thin ﬁlms covered with hierarchical micro- and nano-structures combined
with cycles times comparable to the ones in variothermal injection molding
makes these processes promising for the cost-effective fabrication of
bio-inspired surfaces.
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5.2.1. Hot Embossing
Hot embossing comprises of the softening and compression molding of a
material into a mold insert. After solidiﬁcation by cooling, the micro- or
nanostructured sample is released from the mold insert by opening the tool
(Figure 5.1 and 5.2A). In this way, the large-area replication of micro- and
nanostructured parts with low inner stresses is feasible.
First, a foil of the chosen material is positioned between a rough
substrate plate and the opposing mold insert containing the inverse copy
of the master structure. The foil thickness has to exceed the depth of the
master structure and is typically below 100μm up to several millimeters.41
Depending on the dimensions of the master structure, the metallic mold
insert is fabricated by either micro-machining or the famous LiGA tech-
nique.131 Recently, so-called shim mold inserts exhibiting thicknesses
below 500μm have attained more and more signiﬁcance since fabrication is
less time consuming compared to that of classical LiGA mold inserts reach-
ing a few centimeters in thickness.40 However, the decreased mechanical
robustness of shim mold inserts is still a challenge in machine technol-
ogy.132 After positioning the foil, the tool is evacuated in order to allow
complete ﬁlling of the cavities. Heating of mold insert and substrate plate
ensures softening of the chosen material. The heating temperature ranges
from below 90 ◦C in case of standard thermoplastic polymers to more than
450 ◦C for metallic glasses.133
In a velocity- and force controlled compression the highly vis-
cous material is pressed into the mold insert. Typically, embossing
velocities in the range of 1 - 10 μms−1 are chosen. The applied
load ranges between 10 - 100MPa and is controlled by a high precision
load cell.41 In order to ensure homogeneous ﬁlling of the mold insert, tem-
perature and load are kept constant for a certain holding time. The complete
process is controlled by a computer-assisted electronics that readjusts the
temperature and position of the tool.
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In order to solidify the material, substrate plate and mold insert are
cooled below the softening temperature of the material. During cooling
the applied load is maintained to minimize shrinkage. Typically, shrinkage
of the chosen material exceeds that of the metallic mold inserts. Hence,
the replicated micro- and nanostructures press against the sidewalls of the
cavities of the mold insert. Since this load may damage the replicated struc-
tures, demolding is the most critical step.39 Consequently, demolding has
to be controlled very precisely. After venting, separating the substrate plate
from the mold insert opens the tool. Demolding of the replicated structures
is based on the high adhesion of the replicated part and the rough substrate
plate exceeding stiction of the ﬁlled mold insert.41
Experience in nano imprinting shows that even polymeric structures
with dimensions below the size of their macromolecules are replicated
very well. Consequently, it is considered that, up to a certain extent,
the macromolecules adapt to the shape of the structured mold insert.40
Hence, smallest dimensions are moldable in principle. However, the lateral
dimensions and the achievable aspect ratio are limited by the quality of the
mold insert and the occurring demolding forces. In the case of microstruc-
tures, aspect ratios as high as ten are considered ambitious.40 As with
decreasing structures the surface area increases in relation to the volume,
nanostructures are especially sensitive to demolding forces. The smallest
imperfection of the mold insert or minimal shrinkage may rupture the struc-
tures. Typically, these handicaps impede aspect ratios of more than 3 for hot
embossing of nanopillars.42 Therefore, below a certain size, hierarchical
micro- and nanostructures are not moldable concurrently due to their high
surface area and high sensitivity to demolding forces. In order to replicate
these hierarchical micro- and nanostructures, hierarchical hot embossing
and hot pulling processes are presented gradually enabling the fabrication
of different levels.
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Figure 5.2.: A Hot Embossing can be divided into four major process steps. First,
after inserting the polymer ﬁlm between the micro- or nanostructured mold insert
and the opposing substrate plate the tool is heated to the molding temperature.
In the isothermal molding process the softened polymer is pressed into the mold
insert’s cavities. While maintaining the applied force, the polymer is cooled below
its softening temperature. When solidiﬁed, the structures are demolded by opening
the tool. B In order to add an additional level of micro- or nanostructures, the mold
insert is replaced. In the hierarchical hot embossing step, only the mold insert is
heated whereas the substrate plate remains at ambient temperature. When the hot
mold insert exceeds the softening temperature of the polymer, it is moved towards
the polymer structure until is touches the structure’s top. The mold insert is pressed
into the previous structure by a given distance or until a preset force is reached.
The applied load presses the softened polymer into the delicate cavities and widens
the endings of the previous layer. C The SEM image shows a twofold hierarchy
(polymethylmethacrylate) reminiscent of the adhesive pads of tree frogs.134 The
secondary level honeycomb structures have a 40μm edge length.
5.2.2. Hierarchical Hot Embossing
The hierachical formation of micro- and nano-pillars is essential for
many of nature’s smart surfaces.9, 10, 22 In the case of gecko-inspired dry
adhesives, hierarchy increases the adaptability to rough surfaces and con-
tributes to the work of adhesion.54 However, hot embossing of several
hierarchical layers of micro- and nanostructures at once is unfeasible due to
enormous demolding forces. Furthermore, hierarchy makes high demands
of the ﬂexibility of the mold fabrication process that are not met by classical
techniques. Consequently, such hierarchical structures are replicated layer
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by layer in this work (Figure 5.2B). In order to add an additional micro-
or nanostructured layer on top of existing structures the replaced mold
insert is heated. After reaching the molding temperature, the mold insert
is approached towards the structures until it touches their top. By applying
a distinct load and penetrating into the underlying structures the softened
material ﬁlls the mold insert’s cavities. Additionally, the endings of the
existing structures widen. After solidiﬁcation by cooling the mold
insert, the tool opens and demolds the fabricated layer. Figure 5.2C shows
a scanning-electron-microscopy (SEM) image of a twofold hierarchical
pillar inspired by the adhesive toes of tree frogs.134 The endings of the
basic layer are deformed resulting in mushroom-like tip shapes being
advantageous for dry adhesives due to an increase in area fraction and
improved mechanics.33,55
However, with decreasing dimensions, touching the structures becomes
the crucial step. With established hot embossing machines, touching the
structures cannot be sensed. The installed load cells are designed for
typical molding forces of several hundreds of Kilonewtons and their force

Figure 5.3.: Scanning electron microscopy image of ﬂattened microstructures.
Without an appropriate electromechanical sensor, hierarchical hot embossing does
not allow for touching microstructures sensitively. Since touching cannot be
resolved by the force sensor, the microstructures are typically destroyed during
approach.
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Figure 5.4.: Schematic of the electromechanical sensor principle used in the hierar-
chical hot embossing process. Exterior reference structures are covered with a thin
gold layer in order to ensure conductivity. After connecting the reference structures
and the mold insert to a measuring module, the resistance is measured constantly.
A sharp drop in the resistance signal indicates contact of mold insert and reference
structure.
resolution is very limited. Therefore, touching high aspect ratio pillars
that are just a few microns in height is not detectable due to noise in the
force signal. However, the highest precision is required in these dimensions
otherwise the structures are ﬂattened (Figure 5.3).
Sensors, however, are difﬁcult to implement for hierarchical hot
embossing. At reasonable expense, neither optical nor force based
approaches are feasible. Temperatures of more than 450 ◦C result in
unpredictable thermal expansion of the machine and the sample. Forces
of up to 1000 kN destroy commonly implemented high resolution force
sensors in the ﬂux of force. In order to solve this challenge, electro-
mechanical sensing was implemented into the hot embossing machines
(Figure 5.4).
Electromechanical sensing is based upon measuring the electrical
resistance between the metallic mold insert and separate reference
structures. These reference structures are equivalent to the actual structures
but are positioned outside the main structure ﬁeld. While hot embossing
of the basic layer a thin copper wire is embedded into the residual
layer. Additionally, the reference structures are covered with a thin gold
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Figure 5.5.: Screenshot of the coded software (LabVIEW, National Instruments)
controlling hierarchical hot embossing. The software accesses the commercial hot
embossing software to trigger molding.
layer making them electrically conductive. Only these outer reference
structures are covered with gold whereas the actual structure ﬁeld remains
unmodiﬁed. The sputtered gold layer (thickness: ∼ 50nm) on the reference
structures connects the structures’ peak with the wire ensuring sufﬁcient
conductivity.135,136 The mold insert and the embedded wire are connected
to a measuring module. Based on the applied four-point probe resistance
measurement,137 the measurement signal is transmitted to a custom soft-
ware interface (Figure 5.5). The software interfaces with the commercial
hot embossing software. If the measured resistance drops below a deﬁned
setpoint by the mold insert touching the gold-covered structure, hierar-
chical embossing is triggered by the software. The reaction time of 3
seconds allows for touch accuracies below 500 nm achievable for touch-
sensitive velocities (Figure 5.6). This represents a big steps towards repro-
ducibility of hierarchical micro- and nanostructures (Figure 5.7).
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Figure 5.6.: Accuracy and reaction time of the electromechanical sensor. The plot
shows the force, resistance and position signal while touching a single micro-pillar.
Apparently, the force signal does not indicate the contact whereas the resistance
signal sharply drops. The automated process requires 3 s reaction time in order to
stop movement. This allows for touch accuracies below 500 nm for appropriate
velocities.
Figure 5.8 shows the performance of the electromechanical sensor in a
proof-of-principle experiment. First, micro-pillars of different heights were
fabricated by hot embossing. A thin layer of gold was sputtered on top of
the micro-pillars in order to ensure reliable conductivity. After connecting
.
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Figure 5.7.: Scanning electron microscopy images of two hierarchical samples.
Both samples were fabricated in an automated hierarchical hot embossing processs
using the electromechanical sensor. Both samples look identical showing the repro-
ducibility of these twofold hierarchical samples.
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Figure 5.8.: In a proof-of-principle experiment, a mold insert was moved towards
gold-coated reference pillars of different heights. Starting with the sensor’s upper
boundary value (1050Ω), the resistance drops below 50Ω when touching the high-
est pillar. The pillars below are sensed one after another as indicated by further
drops in the resistance signal.
to the sensor, a shim mold insert was moved towards the micro-pillars at
a constant velocity. The position and the measured resistance between
the shim mold insert and micro-pillars were recorded. When touching the
highest micro-pillar, the resistance dropped from the sensor’s upper bound-
ary value (1050Ω) to less than 50Ω (green triangle). The subsequent micro-
pillars were sensed one after another indicated by drops in the resistance
signal. The drops become smaller with increasing conductive area that is in
contact with the mold insert.
Analyzing the resistance and position data even allows for the detection
of height differences of the micro-pillars. In this way, the electromechanical
sensor may also control tilting of mold insert and sample: for an array of
micro-pillars with three exterior gold-covered micro-pillars for sensing, the
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resistance signal should drop at once in case of a perfectly aligned tool.
Showing three distinct drops, however, indicates misalignment. A warning
may provoke intervention by the operator in order to realign the tool.
5.2.3. Hot Pulling
The largest possible aspect ratios are required in order to increase compli-
ance of gecko-inspired adhesives. In this way, the high aspect ratio hair
covering the adhesive toes of geckos reduce their effective elastic modulus
by ﬁve orders of magnitude compared to the bulk material properties.45
However, the aspect ratio of replicated micro- and nanostructures is limited
by the high demolding forces occurring during separation of the polymer
and the mold insert. To overcome this problem an advanced hot embossing
process is presented that even exploits these demolding forces in a pulling
step in order to increase the aspect ratio. In order to distinguish this new
molding technique from the well established hot embossing technique39 it
is called hot pulling. Applying hot pulling, nanopillars with aspect ratios
of more than 10 were created successfully.
The hot pulling process differs from classical hot embossing mainly in
the applied demolding temperature. Instead of solidifying the material be-
fore demolding by cooling the tool, the temperature of the mold insert is
maintained above the material’s softening temperature. While separating
the mold insert, the viscous material elongates due to adhesion to the inner
sidewalls of the cavities. Hence, roughness and even undercuts of the cavi-
ties of the mold insert are beneﬁcial for high aspect ratios. Since demolding
forces are even required in hot pulling, they can be increased by etching the
sidewalls of the mold insert’s cavities for example.
In contrast to the nanodrawing method reported by Jeong et al.80 ﬁlling
of the mold insert is not capillary driven. In the hot pulling process, press-
ing the mold insert into the polymer ﬁlls the cavities by a squeeze ﬂow
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Figure 5.9.: In hot pulling the mold insert remains hot while demolding. The oc-
curring demolding forces elongate the softened polymer leading to high aspect ratio
micro- or nanostructures. A By using a LiGA-fabricated (electron beam lithogra-
phy) shim mold insert, nano-pillars which are 140 nm wide and 1.4 μm in height
were replicated. This clearly demonstrates the enormous aspect ratios achievable
by hot pulling. B A wavelike structure, typical for interference lithography based
LiGA mold inserts, could be elongated successfully. The SEM image shows spikes
which are 270nm wide at their tips and 3.2μm in overall length. C Not only regular
mold inserts but also mold inserts with stochastic topography can be used for hot
pulling. By using a sandblasted steel-plate a promising nanofur consisting of dense
high aspect ratio hair was fabricated. These hair are less than 200 nm in diameters
and can be up to several microns long. Polycarbonate was used for all samples
shown in this ﬁgure.
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Figure 5.10.: Scanning electron microscopy images of two samples fabricated by
hot embossing (left) and hot pulling (right), respectively. As can be seen, the aspect-
ratio signiﬁcantly increases as a result of hot pulling.
of the softened polymer.39 In this way, well established semi-ﬁnished poly-
mer sheets can be used instead of preparing an elaborate thin polymer ﬁlm
onto a silicon wafer. Furthermore, the polymer has not to be melted entirely
ensuring short cycle times.
As shown in Figure 5.9, the hot pulling process is applicable for a wide
variety of structures. Applying LiGA mold inserts based on electron beam
lithography, freestanding nanopillars with aspect ratio of 10 were fabricated
(Figure 5.9A).
In contrast to electron beam lithography, interference lithography is suit-
able for the large-area fabrication of wave-like patterns. With a correspond-
ing mold insert, spikes with 270 nm wide tips and a height of 3.2μm were
achieved (Figure 5.9B and Figure 5.10 for comparison with hot embossing).
Both nanohairs and spikes required well-deﬁned LiGA mold inserts. The
fabrication of such mold inserts, however, is time-consuming and poten-
tially very expensive. Sandblasting a steel-plate is probably one of the
most cost-effective methods to create a large-area surface structure. As can
be seen from Figure 5.9C, applying such a stochastic mold insert a promis-
ing nanofur was fabricated consisting of densely packed nanohair which
are 200 nm in diameter and several microns high. In this way, the expen-
sive fabrication of a well-deﬁned mold insert can be avoided.
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Figure 5.11.: A Elastic moduli of the chosen hot pulling materials. The materials
were chosen in such a way that their elastic moduli cover a wide range. The elastic
moduli were unknown for the materials marked with a *. B Demolding tempera-
tures (quadrangles) for materials hot pulling works with. These temperatures are
clearly above the softening temperature (circles) of the materials. The bars indicate
the range of suitable demolding temperatures.
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Besides geometry, material properties, especially the elastic modulus,
affect the compliance of gecko-inspired dry adhesives. For a given ge-
ometry, compliance increases with decreasing elastic modulus. In order
to identify materials suitable for the hot pulling of dry adhesives, sev-
eral materials were tested to investigate their applicability for hot pulling.
The elastic moduli of the selected materials range from 106 to 109 Pascal
(Figure 5.11A). With sandblasted steel plates serving as mold inserts, hot
pulling was performed with different parameter sets for each material ac-
cording to Figure 5.9C. Particularly well-suited are the materials listed in
Figure 5.11B.
Since the temperature of the mold insert is maintained constant for the
complete process, cycle times are much lower compared to hot emboss-
ing, which requires time consuming heating and cooling cycles. Without
optimization, cycle times below ﬁve seconds for the forming process are
straightforward and indicate the cost-effectiveness of the hot pulling pro-
cess.
5.3. Combination of Hierarchical Hot Embossing and Hot
Pulling
In order to demonstrate the capability for the fabrication of bio-inspired
smart surfaces, the developed processes were combined to fabricate a
three-fold hierarchy inspired by the adhesive toes of geckos (Figure 5.12).
With the ﬁrst and second levels possessing lateral dimensions in the micron
range, the third level ends with 200 nm thin hair. In this way, a density of
105 hairs per mm2 was obtained.
First, with a classical hot embossing process an array of pillars
(diameter: 450 μm, height: 1300 μm) was fabricated. After exchanging
the mold insert, quadrangular pillars (edge length: 18 μm, height: 30 μm)
were added in a hierarchical hot embossing step. Subsequently, a
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Figure 5.12.: Combining classical hot embossing, hierarchical hot embossing and
hot pulling a threefold hierarchy of micro- and nanostructures was fabricated suc-
cessfully (polycarbonate). A In a classical hot embossing process the lowermost pil-
lars were replicated ﬁrst. B With a second mold, quadrangular pillars were molded
on top in a hierarchical hot embossing step. C Applying hot pulling, ﬁligree high
aspect ratio hair were pulled out with a nanostructured mold insert. In doing so,
even the quadrangular pillars of the second level were enormously elongated.
hierarchical hot pulling process was performed with a third mold insert
(period: 3 μm, depth: 5.4μm). In doing so, the second level was elongated
from 30 μm to ∼50 μm. At its end the second level branches into high
aspect ratio nano-hair (diameter: ∼200nm, height: up to 45μm).
The limits of classical hot embossing are exceeded in this example.
Multilevel hierarchy is achievable by subsequent fabrication of the partic-
ular levels. Maintaining the polymer in a softened state during demolding,
highest aspect ratios of ﬁligree micro- and nanostructures are pulled out
of the polymer. In this way, the capability of the presented advanced hot
embossing and hot pulling process is demonstrated.
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5.3.1. Adhesion Measurements
In order to investigate the dry adhesion of the threefold hierarchical gecko-
inspired structures, adhesion measurements were performed in accor-
dance to the procedure described in section 3.2. Accordingly, a spherical
silica particle (∅ ≈ 20 μm) mounted to a tipless cantilever (spring
constant: 6.9Nm−1) was used as probe for the AFM adhesion measure-
ments. In this way, force maps were plotted by ramping force-versus-
distance measurements (distance: 7μm).
Figure 5.13 exemplarily shows force-versus-distance measurements
obtained on the threefold hierarchy and a ﬂat polycarbonate foil as
reference. After applying a preload of 100 nN, the threefold hierarchy
exhibits adhesion of more than 400 nN during retraction (Figure 5.13A).
Hence, the adhesion/preload ratio exceeds 4 for the gecko-inspired three-
fold hierarchy. Interestingly, the approach as well as the retraction curve
show a lot of jumps probably occurring due to nanohairs that buckle/detach
one after another. The enclosed area between both curves represents the
work of adhesion required to separate the probe from the surface. Both
curves do not merge until the start and end of the ramp at a distance of
7 μm away from the surface. This results in a comparatively large work of
adhesion of 676 fJ. However, the force-versus-distance measurement looks
curious: the measured force at start and end of the ramp (distance: 7 μm)
is negative but should be 0 instead with the probe being retracted from the
surface. The negative force at this point indicates that the high adhesion
between threefold hierarchy and the spherical silica particle actually pre-
vented getting the probe off the surface.
Figure 5.13B shows two different scales of a force-versus-distance
measurement performed on a ﬂat polycarbonate foil. In the magniﬁed
graph (top), the x-axis ranges from 0 μm to 0.5 μm distance. The graph
reveals that less than 150 nN adhesion arises from a preload of 500 nN.
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Figure 5.13.: Force-versus-distance measurements of the fabricated threefold
hierarchy and a ﬂat polycarbonate foil as reference. A The measurement of the
threefold hierarchy shows, that after applying a preload of 100 nN adhesion of
400 nN occurs during retraction (adhesion / preload ratio: 4). The work of adhe-
sion required for separation is 676 fJ. B Reference adhesion measurement of a ﬂat
polycarbonate foil. Both graphs show the same measurement, however, with dif-
ferent ranges of the x-axis. Applying a preload of 500nN the spherical tip adheres
with a force of less than 150nN (adhesion/preload ratio: 0.3). As can be seen from
the lower plot which is scaled identically to A, the enclosed area is considerably
smaller meaning less work of adhesion is necessary to separate the probe from the
surface (1 fJ).
Hence, the corresponding adhesion/preload ratio is less than 0.3 on the ﬂat
polycarbonate reference. The work of adhesion required to separate probe
and surface was 1 fJ. The enormous difference in required work of adhe-
sion compared to the threefold hierarchy is visualized when scaling both
measurements equivalently (bottom).
Thus, the fabricated threefold hierarchy exhibits an adhesion/preload
ratio improved by more than 13 and a required work of adhesion exceeding
the ﬂat polycarbonate reference by a factor of 676.
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5.4. Technological Limitations
The large-area fabrication of hierarchical micro- and nanostructures is a
technical challenge. To increase the performance of hierarchical gecko-
inspired adhesives, even larger aspect ratios and enhanced density is
required compared to the fabricated threefold hierarchy shown in sec-
tion 5.3. Additionally, the moment of inertia of the micro- and nano-
structures has to be decreased to enhance compliance. This follows with
smaller and smaller cross-sectional areas of the delicate structures having
decreasing dimensions. Hence, the demand on the precision and robust-
ness of the mold inserts rises. In order to enable the large-area replica-
tion of micro- and nanostructures not only do the micro- and nanocavities
have to exhibit the highest quality but also the shape tolerance of the mold
inserts must be highly precise. Tilting or deﬂection of the mold inserts lead
to uncorrectable misalignment in the large-area replication of hierarchical
micro- and nanostructures.
In fact, nickel shim mold inserts typically exhibit a saucer-shaped
distortion (Figure 5.14 A). Deﬂections of more than 300μm can occur due
to isothermal layer growth and thermally induced tension as a result of dif-
fering thermal expansion of the multi-layer composite while electroplating
the mold insert.132
In order to reveal the technical limitations derived from misalignment,
hierarchical hot embossing of extremely ambitious micro- and nano-
structures was performed. Both levels on their own excel due to high-
est aspect ratios at smallest lateral dimensions achieved by hot pulling.
Figure 5.15A shows SEM images of the fabricated micropillars serving
as the ﬁrst level (edge length: 7 μm, height: 45 μm, period: 14.5 μm).
With an aspect ratio of 10, the nanostructures shown in Figure 5.15B
(diameter: 140nm, height: 1.4μm, period: 580nm) represent the very com-
pliant second level. In a hierarchical hot embossing process, the second
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Figure 5.14.: A Deﬂection of a shim mold insert after electroplating (thick-
ness: 500 μm, size: 4 ′′) measured by laser triangulation (Werth VC 400HA).
B Comparison of the distortion of a free shim mold insert before and an
embedded mold insert after attaching to a polyamide 6.6 backing layer.
level nanostructures would be added on top of the ﬁrst level microstruc-
tures. However, as can be seen from Figure 5.15C a precise large-area
fabrication is prevented by misalignment. The ﬁrst level structures at the
left side of the SEM image are ﬂattened whereas the structures on the right
side are less compressed.
To overcome these issues in the future, novel ﬁxing concepts have to
be established enabling the recovery of the mold insert’s deﬂection by
embedding in an adhesive backing. First proof-of-principle experiments
using adhesive backings of polyamide 6.6 are promising in terms of
compensating for the distortion of shim mold inserts (Figure 5.14B).132
Accordingly, ﬁxing the mold inserts appropriately will provide engineers
with the tools to replicate hierarchical micro-and nanostructures on large
areas by advanced hot embossing processes.
5.5. Conclusion and Outlook
In conclusion, a combinatorial hot embossing and hot pulling process for
the replication of multilevel hierarchical micro- and nanostructures was
introduced. Fully automated, the introduced electromechanical sensor
allows for the precise fabrication of hierarchies. In the presented hot pulling
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Figure 5.15.: Technological limitations of hierarchical hot embossing. A SEM
images of the ﬁrst level microstructures achieved by hot pulling. B The hot pulled
nanostructures serving as second level exhibit aspect ratios of 10. C Combining the
micro- and nanostructures in a hierarchical hot embossing step fails as a result of
misalignment.
process, demolding forces that typically impede high aspect ratios of
ﬁligree structures are even utilized to elongate the polymer structures. In
this way, an aspect ratio of ten was achieved for nanopillars which were
140 nm in diameter. Combining classical hot embossing, hierarchical hot
embossing, and hot pulling gecko-inspired threefold hierarchical micro-
and nanostructures were fabricated. 105 per mm2 high aspect ratio ﬁbers
were achieved in this way. Compared to the ﬂat reference, the threefold
hierarchy improves adhesion and required work of adhesion by one and
two orders of magnitude, respectively.
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The enormous variety of applicable materials, the low inner stresses
of the molded parts and the short cycle time make these processes eco-
nomically viable. Scaling the processes up to role-to-role machines would
open up the path to the mass production of hierarchical micro- and nano-
structures with highest aspect ratios. In this way, nature can be mimicked
cost-effectively for components with e.g. self-cleaning, sensor, or adhesive
features.
A patent application was submitted that refers to electromechanical
sensing used for measurement instrumentation and hierarchical hot
embossing of micro- and nanostructures. M. Röhrig, M. Schneider,
G. Etienne, M. Worgull and Hendrik Hölscher: Patent Application
102012110048.9 (2012).
A shortened version of this chapter was published as the article "Hot
pulling and embossing of hierarchical nano- and micro-structures".
M. Röhrig, M. Schneider, G. Etienne, F. Oulhadj, F. Pfannes, A. Kolew,
M. Worgull and Hendrik Hölscher: Journal of Micromechanics and Micro-
engineering 23, 105014 (2013).
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Applications
Nature designs fascinating surfaces to fulﬁll various purposes. Micro-
and nanoscale structures play a key role in most of these surface effects.
Two famous examples of nature’s inventions are gecko toes and lotus
leaves. Hierarchical hairs enable geckos to cling to nearly any surface by
van-der-Waals forces15 and microstructures covered with a fur of wax
promote self-cleaning of lotus leaves.9 The leaves of the lotus8 and the
ﬂoating water fern salvinia10 provide speciﬁc wettability to ensure unob-
structed photosynthesis by self-cleaning or by retaining an air-ﬁlm when
submerged underwater. And although rose petals are superhydrophobic,
water droplets remain stuck to them even when hanging upside-down.138
These effects are of interest not only for fundamental research18,139,140 but
also for technical applications such as self-cleaning windshields and anten-
nas,23 solar panels,141 anti-fouling and drag reducing coatings10 as well as
energy conservation.31
Inspired by these and other examples, scientists and industry around
the world are exploring new methods for the fabrication of such
surfaces.31,33, 35, 80, 83, 84, 113, 141–145 However, a scalable and cost-effective
method for mimicking nature’s designs is still a challenge.
Here, a highly scalable molding technique for the fabrication of high
aspect ratio nano-hair on polymer surfaces is introduced. These nano-hair
surfaces are suitable for various biomimetic applications. In this presented
hot pulling process, softened polymer is melt drawn with a heated sand-
blasted steel plate serving as mold insert, resulting in densely packed hairs
that are pulled out of a polymer foil. The usage of a sandblasted steel-plate
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Figure 6.1.: A Droplets resting on the superhydrophobic nanofur form a spherical
shape. B Due to its superhydrophobicity, only a minimal area of nanofur is required
in order to carry a large volume of water (∼ 1.25 lm−2).
as a mold insert guarantees minimized tooling costs and makes hot pulling
a cost-effective fabrication method.
Conventionally, wetting of technical surfaces is controlled by
chemical modiﬁcation or by adding a deﬁned micro- or nano-
structure. Various techniques such as surface treatment with low surface
energy compounds,146,147 growing nanotubules31,148 and molding tech-
niques80,144,147,149 are applied to fabricate water repellent surfaces.
However, water repellency of the chemically modiﬁed but unstructured
surfaces is strictly limited,150 and superhydrophobicity requires speciﬁcly
structured surfaces. Industrial implementation of surface structuring tech-
niques, however, is impeded by expensive feedstocks, complex processes,
necessity of sophisticated mold inserts or limited scalability.147,151,152
The hot pulling technique presented here on the other hand is able
to switch hydrophilicity into superhydrophobicity (Figure 6.1) by a very
easy and cost-effective structuring method. Sandblasted steel plates serve
as mold inserts for fabricating superhydrophobic surfaces from poly-
carbonate foils. Without any chemical surface treatment contact angles
on polycarbonate increase from 72◦ to 174◦. Local physical damage of
the surface topography returns the hydrophilicity of the polycarbonate, and
since the surrounding nanofur is still superhydrophobic this feature opens
a path to various applications in microﬂuidics. Liquid traps as well as
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high and low water adhesion are presented enabling the easy fabrication of
microreactors. Additionally, the ability to retain air ﬁlms underwater make
these surfaces promising for drag reduction. Surface-treatment with low
surface energy compounds (SLIPS153) makes them ‘self-healing’. Further,
superhydrophobicity combined with superoleophilicity makes the nanofur
applicable for oil/water separation and ﬁltration.
6.1. Short Introduction into Wetting
A sessile liquid droplet resting on a solid may form a spherical shape,
slightly deformed by gravity. On the other hand, the droplet may spread
on a solid and wet its surface. In this case, the contact angle θ at which
the droplet joins the solid is comparatively small. Generally, for contact
angles below 90◦ (θ < 90◦) the liquid wets the surface (hydrophilicity),
whereas contact angles of more than 90◦ (θ ≥ 90◦) refer to non-wettability
(hydrophobicity).
Typically, molecules existing inside a liquid droplet feel intermolecular
forces uniformly distributed in all spatial directions. However, molecules
in the outer ﬁlm of a droplet predominantly feel the interactions to the
inside. Consequently, work is necessary in order to shift a molecule re-
versibly from inside the droplet to the less strongly bound outer ﬁlm.154
The work needed per unit surface is deﬁned as the speciﬁc surface tension.
However, all molecules in the outer ﬁlm additionally interact with their en-
vironment. Hence, the term needs to be extended to the speciﬁc interfacial
surface tension γ including the interactions with the surrounding molecules.
In 1805, T. Young155 already described wettability quantitatively by con-
necting the contact angle and the speciﬁc interfacial surface tensions acting
on the triple line of liquid, solid and vapor (in the following these phases
are indicated by the indices L, S and V; see Figure 6.2 A)
cosθ =
γSV − γSL
γLV
. (6.1)
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Figure 6.2.: Schematic of wetting states. A The contact angle θ at which the droplet
joins the triple line of liquid, solid and vapor is deﬁned by Young’s equation. At
the triple line, all interfacial surface tensions are in equilibrium. B A droplet resting
on a structured surface may either penetrate into the surface topography (‘Wenzel’
state) or C the droplet may sit on top of the topography enclosing air between the
structures (‘Cassie-Baxter’ state).
Wetting states. Conventionally, chemical modiﬁcations like ﬂuorination
are applied in order to enhance the hydrophobicity (θ ≥ 90◦) of solids.
However, even on extreme hydrophobic solids the contact angle won’t
exceed values higher than ∼120◦ if the surface is smooth (e.g. mono-
molecular CF3).150 Achieving higher contact angles requires a surface
topography, e.g. roughness or a regularly structured surface.11
In general, surface topography leads to different wetting behavior
(Figure 6.2B and C). First, the liquid may penetrate the surface topography.
Introducing the roughness factor ϕ as ratio of the actual area of a surface
topography to the projected area, Wenzel156 determined the correlation
cosθW = ϕ cosθ0, (6.2)
with θW being the contact angle of the droplet penetrated into the
topography and θ0 representing the contact angle of the smooth solid.
Consequently, a hydrophilic solid with surface topography should appear
more hydrophilic than a smooth surface of the same material. The converse
is also true: if a hydrophobic material has a surface topography, it should
behave more hydrophobic than without.18, 157, 158
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Second, instead of penetrating into the topography the droplet may par-
tially rest on air pockets which are trapped within the topography. Under
this condition, the Cassie-Baxter model159 describes the contact angle of
these so called ‘fakir droplets’:
cosθC =−1+ΦSL(ϕΦcosθ0+1), (6.3)
where θC represents the contact angle of a droplet in the Cassie-Baxter state
and ΦSL the fraction of the wetted solid. The roughness factor of the area
wet by liquid is depicted by ϕΦ. Surfaces causing the Cassie-Baxter state
are often superhydrophobic.
Contact angle hysteresis. High contact angles do not necessarily imply
that droplets may roll off the surface easily. Chen et al.160 presented
superhydrophobic surfaces (θ = 169◦) on which droplets stuck even when
hung upside down. Consequently, in order to characterize the mobility
of droplets on surfaces, the authors emphasized to use another physical
quantity: the contact angle hysteresis. Surface topography and other sur-
face heterogeneities, e.g. in surface chemistry or simple contamination,
allow the droplet to pin on these defects. As a result, the observed contact
angle may have multiple values.158 This phenomenon can be observed on
a droplet resting on or rolling off a tilted plane. Typically, the contact angle
at its front (advancing contact angle θa) is signiﬁcantly higher than the ob-
served contact angle at its rear (receding contact angle θr). The difference
in the observed contact angles at front and rear causes capillary forces, that
counteract gravity and can make droplets stick.161 The difference between
advancing and receding contact angle deﬁnes the contact angle hysteresis.
Typically, a droplet in the Cassie-Baxter state offers signiﬁcantly reduced
contact angle hysteresis compared to Wenzel droplets, making them roll off
much more easily.162 This is a result of the trapped air layer covering the
imperfections of the surface.157
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6.2. Fabrication of Nanofur by Hot Pulling
Polymer components have to be produced cost-effectively to be successful
in the mass market. For conventional polymer replication processes such as
injection molding, thermoforming and extrusion, limits for the fabrication
of micro- and nanostructured parts already come into sight.163 Novel tech-
niques such as UV nanoimprint and hot embossing excels for the replication
of micro- and nanostructures.39,164 However, as discussed in Chapter 5 the
minimum achievable cross section and the maximum aspect ratio of the
replicated structures are strictly limited by the friction forces arising during
demolding.39 Often the fabrication of high aspect ratio micro- and nano-
structures even requires the destruction of the mold insert.43, 113, 165
Fortunately, the presented hot pulling process excludes expensive mold
inserts. In this process, the occurring demolding forces are even uti-
lized to form high aspect ratio micro- and nanostructures. A sand-
blasted steel-plate serves as the mold insert in the fully automated process
(Figure 6.3A and B). After evacuation of the vacuum chamber, the mold
insert is heated to a temperature exceeding the glass transition temperature
of the material (for polycarbonate Tg = 144 ◦C). When this pre-deﬁned
temperature is attained, the mold insert is approached towards the opposing
polycarbonate foil which is attached to the machine. As soon as the mold
insert is in contact with the polycarbonate, softening of the polymer begins.
Once the mold insert reaches the chosen depth of penetration and the pre-
deﬁned holding-time has elapsed, the heated mold insert is retracted from
the polymer with a controlled velocity. Therefore, during this major step of
hot pulling the softened polymer elongates during demolding and formes a
cratered surface covered with high aspect ratio nanohairs (Figure 6.3C).
After cooling and venting of the vacuum chamber, the ﬁnished poly-
carbonate sample is taken out of the opened machine. Further experimental
details are speciﬁed in Appendix A.1.
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Figure 6.3.: Fabrication of nanofur by hot pulling. A A steel-plate is used as mold
insert. The required roughness and undercuts are generated by sandblasting. B The
heated mold insert is pressed into the foil in a fully automated process. The polymer
softens and ﬁlls the cavities of the mold insert. By retracting the heated mold insert,
the softened polymer elongates and forms a cratered surface covered with high
aspect ratio nanohairs. C SEM micrographs showing the fractal surface topogra-
phy of samples fabricated from polycarbonate.
In contrast to the hot embossing process, demolding in hot pulling
occurs with a hot mold insert. In classical hot embossing the mold
insert is cooled below the glass transition temperature of the polymer before
demolding. However, the different shrinkage rates between the mold insert
and the polymer results in higher demolding forces that frequently damage
the micro- and nanostructures during demolding. In the hot pulling process,
on the other hand, the mold insert is not cooled. Hence, shrinkage is not
contributing to demolding forces. Instead, adhesion and normal forces at
the undercuts of the sandblasted mold insert elongate the softened polymer.
In this way, cratered surfaces with nanohairs covering the upper edges are
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created (Figure 6.3C). The fabricated nanohairs can be up to several
microns long and less than 200 nm in diameter. Depending on the
parameters, the diameter of the craters varies from 30μm to 125μm.
As far as can be ascertained, no other large-scale technique is able to
produce nanofur in such an easy way. The nanodrawing technique reported
by Jeong et al.80 requires elaborate polymer thin ﬁlms and a sophisticated
mold. Applying 21/2 dimensional lithographic methods is not suitable to
mimick the arrangement of the nanofur. Additionally, high aspect ratio
structures like the nanofur would probably tend to collapse during develop-
ment. Furthermore, conventional molding techniques fail to produce such
high aspect ratio nanostructures without destroying the mold insert due to
high demolding forces.43,113,165
With a diameter of up to 8 inches for the processable area, already
conventional hot embossing machines allow for the large-area application
of the presented hot pulling process. Even with an unoptimized four
second process duration, the cost-effectiveness of hot pulling is compara-
ble to variotherm injection molding.39 Adopting hot pulling to roll-to-roll
embossing will open a route to even further cost-effective uninterrupted
fabrication.166,167
6.3. Applications
6.3.1. Superhydrophobic Surfaces
In order to fabricate superhydrophobic surfaces (θ ≥ 150◦23), chemical
surface treatment alone is insufﬁcient. In case of a smooth surface, the
contact angle won’t exceed∼120◦ even for extreme hydrophobic substrates
(e.g. monomolecular CF3).150 Consequently, superhydrophobicity requires
micro- and nanostructured surfaces.
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Applying the presented hot pulling process the contact angle of poly-
carbonate was increased by structuring from 72◦ up to 174◦. In Figure 6.4
a contact angle measurement on a ﬂat polycarbonate foil (left) and on
the nanofur (right) are shown for comparison. For these measurements,
4.5 μl of deionized water was dispensed and analyzed with a commer-
cial contact angle measuring system (OCA 40, DataPhysics Instruments;
Appendix A.2). The ﬂat polycarbonate foil exhibited a static contact
angle of 72±4◦ (N = 10 measurements). Hence, the polycarbonate foil
was hydrophilic (θ < 90◦). In contrast, the structured polycarbonate sample
increased the static contact angle to 174±4◦ (N = 7 measurements) which
is superhydrophobic (θ ≥ 150◦23). The exceptionally high contact angles
are mainly addressed to the fractal nature of the surface which is fully
covered by tiny hairs.157,168,169 A chemical modiﬁcation of the sur-
face did not occur by hot pulling , as conﬁrmed by ‘X-ray Photoelectron
Spectroscopy’ (XPS).
 
Figure 6.4.: Measurement of the static contact angle of a 4.5μl water droplet on a
ﬂat polycarbonate foil (left) and on a polycarbonate nanofur sample fabricated by
hot pulling (right). The fractal nature of the hot pulled sample leads to an increase
in the static contact angle from 72◦ to 174◦.
Droplet adhesion. By choosing the hot pulling parameters appropriately,
the density of the nanofur can be varied (Table 6.1). Both nanohairs of low
density (crater width ≈ 125 μm, Figure 6.6B) as well as very dense nano-
hairs (crater width≈ 30μm, Figure 6.6C) were fabricated. Different droplet
adhesion was shown in an evaporation experiment (Figure 6.5A). For this
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purpose, a 4.5μl droplet of deionized water was dispensed on samples with
lower and higher density of nanohairs. In the beginning, both droplets
exhibited a hydrophobic conctact angle. While evaporating, droplets typi-
cally reveal their receding contact angle.170 After 50 minutes, the droplet
on the high density sample (left sample in Figure 6.5A) still showed a high
contact angle, indicating the Cassie-Baxter state.159 The underlying air ﬁlm
in this state allows the evaporating droplets to change their contact line eas-
ily. However, the droplet on the lower density sample (right sample in Fig-
ure 6.5A) hardly changed its contact line while evaporating. The receding
contact angle after 50 minutes was hydrophilic. This observation indicates
a pinning droplet and a large contact angle hysteresis typically appearing in
the Wenzel state, in which liquid penetrates the surface topography.156
A motion experiment on this ‘pinning sample’ is shown in Figure 6.5B
where the droplet was pulled along the surface (left image) and retracted
from the sample (right image) respectively. Signiﬁcant pinning effects
counteracting the motion are clearly visible.
Both high and low adhesion of droplets are advantageous for different
applications. For example, pinning of droplets is a useful feature for
avoiding water deposition (aircraft cabins, ceilings of clubs),171 or holding
liquids at speciﬁc positions (microﬂuidic devices).158 On the other hand,
low adhesion enables self-cleaning surfaces as exempliﬁed by the lotus
leaf9 and positively affects ﬂuid ﬂow in microﬂuidic devices.172,173
Table 6.1.: Hot pulling parameters of the sliding sample (high density nanofur) and
the pinning sample (low density nanofur).
sliding sample pinning sample
embossing temperature / ◦C 215 220
embossing velocity / mm min−1 0.4 0.4
depth of penetration / μm 200 200
demolding temperature / ◦C 215 220
demolding velocity / mm min−1 0.3 1.5
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Figure 6.5.: A An evaporation experiment proves the wetting state on two dif-
ferent samples. As a function of the chosen parameter set, hot pulling leads to
surfaces with different densities of nano-hairs. The sample on the left exhibits very
dense nano-hairs (≈ 150000mm−2). Droplets dispensed on this surface stay in the
Cassie-Baxter state. Consequently, the shrinking droplet is able to shift its contact
line easily. Thus, the receding angle after 50 minutes is still hydrophobic. The
sample on the right is covered with nano-hairs of lower density (≈ 90000mm−2).
While evaporating, the contact area to the solid changes only marginally, resulting
in a hydrophilic contact angle after 50 minutes. This observation indicates pinning
effects at the surface leading to a high contact angle hysteresis, which is typical
for droplets in the Wenzel state. B Motion experiments performed on the ‘pinning
sample’ with a low density of nanohairs. The droplet was pulled along the surface
(left) as well as retracted from the sample (right). It can be easily seen, that pinning
effects occurred counteracting the pulling.
Droplet mobility. In order to investigate the spectrum of possible appli-
cations, the mobility of the droplets on two types of nanofur and a ﬂat
polycarbonate foil was compared. In tilting experiments, a droplet is
dispensed onto the particular sample which is attached to a tilting stage
which itself is adjusted horizontally. Afterwards, the stage is tilted until the
droplet starts to move under the inﬂuence of gravity. The sliding angle αs
at which movement of the droplet occurrs is recorded.174 The sliding angle
characterizes how easily the droplet rolls off a surface and is thus decisive
for the ﬁeld of application.
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Figure 6.6.: Sliding angle measurement of water droplets on A a ﬂat polycarbonate
foil, B a ‘pinning sample’ and C a ‘sliding sample’. The ‘pinning’- as well as
the ‘sliding sample’ were both fabricated by hot pulling a polycarbonate foil but
with a different set of parameters. The hairs covering the surface of the ‘pinning
sample’ are less dense compared to the ones covering the ‘sliding sample’. D The
measurement of the sliding angle was performed by attaching the samples to a
tilting stage. After dispensing a droplet, the stage was tilted until the droplet
started to slide, deﬁning the sliding angle for the chosen volume of the droplet.
The experiments were performed with droplet volumes ranging from 1μl to 45 μl.
Each measurement was repeated three times. Both the ﬂat polycarbonate foil and
the ‘pinning sample’ provide similar adhesion to the droplet. Droplets remain
stuck for volumes up to 20 μl even when hanging upside down. With increasing
volumes, the sliding angle falls nearly linearly in both cases. In contrast, droplets
roll off the ‘sliding sample’ easily. Here, the underlying air ﬁlm covers the surface
heterogeneity minimizing pinning.
In Figure 6.6D, the results of the tilting experiments are shown. On the
hydrophilic ﬂat polycarbonate foil droplets with volumes of up to 20 μl
stuck even when they hung upside-down (black crosses in Figure 6.6D).
Then, starting with 90◦ the sliding angle decreases almost linearly with
2.3 ◦/μl. The advancing and receding contact angle of the ﬂat poly-
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carbonate foil are θa = 82.6◦ and θr = 36.6◦ respectively. Therefore, the
contact angle hysteresis of the ﬂat polycarbonate foil is θΔ = 46◦.
Interestingly, the droplets dispensed on the ‘pinning sample’ remained
stuck in a similar way. The advancing contact angle is very large (θa = 164◦
±7◦), however, the receding angle is very low (θa = 50◦ ±9◦). The resulting
contact angle hysteresis of θΔ = 114◦ ±13◦ is even greater than that mea-
sured on relevant rose petals (Rosa Hybrid Tea, cv. Bairage θΔ ≈ 90◦175),
and is a clear evidence of high adhesion on the ‘pinning samples’. Due to
the surface topography an energy barrier has to be overcome in order to
shift the contact line.172,176 In addition to the capillary effects at the rear161
this leads to high adhesion of the droplet, despite its high static contact
angle (θW = 171◦ ±4◦).
In comparison to the previously described observations, droplets
dispensed onto the sample with dense nanohairs rolled off easily. Droplets
with a volume of more than 20 μl rolled off provided that the ‘sliding
sample’ is tilted at approximately 10◦. The measured contact angles are
θa = 167◦ ±3◦ for the advancing, and θa = 137◦ ±8◦ for the receding
contact angle. Therefore, the resulting contact angle hysteresis (θΔ = 30◦
±9◦) is much less than the ones previously observed. In order to describe
the condition for a fakir-droplet remaining stuck, Quéré et al.161 provided
an expression for calculating the contact angle hysteresis necessary for a
droplet to adhere to the substrate at a distinct tilting angle. Rearranging
equation (5) in reference161 leads to
αs = arcsin
⎛
⎜⎜⎝ θΔ sin2(θm)42/3
3
(Rκ)2 (2+ cos(θm))1/3 (1− cos(θm))2/3
⎞
⎟⎟⎠ , (6.4)
with θΔ = θa − θr being the contact angle hysteresis, θm = (θa + θr)/2
representing the average contact angle, R= (3V/4π)1/3 is the radius of the
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droplet before it hits the solid, and κ = 2.7mm is the capillary length for
pure water. Fitting this equation to the sliding angle measurement led to
θa = 174◦ for the advancing, and θa = 160◦ for the receding contact angles.
The values resulting from this ﬁt are close to our measurements.
Microﬂuidic applications. With the remarkable characteristic of hydro-
philic polycarbonate transformed to a superhydrophobic surface by hot
pulling, various applications of the nanofur are imaginable (Figure 6.7).
In order to conﬁne a liquid on a ‘sliding sample’, location and shape
of the droplet trap were easily deﬁned by physically destroying the surface
topography in the desired contour. In the experiment shown in Figure 6.7A,
a stamp with a triangular contour was pressed into a ‘sliding sample’.
Applying a droplet, the contact line of the droplet immediately joined
the triangular contour. Dispensing more water did not result in breaking
through this pressed-in contour. The hydrophilic polycarbonate bared in
the contour instead pinned the water to such an extent, that even tilting of
the sample was possible without loosing the conﬁned droplet.
Adhering the droplets in damaged regions can be also used to capture
water. Figure 6.7B demonstrates that damaging the surface topography of
a ‘sliding sample’ reveals the hydrophilic character of the polycarbonate.
Water running across the sample was easily ﬂowing over the structured area
whereas it stuck to the damaged zones. In this way, arbitrary reservoirs can
be designed with minimal effort.
Additionally, the presented surfaces are perfect substrates for chemical
or biological liquid experiments. Smallest amounts of liquid can be easily
manipulated without any residues. As a demonstration, Figure 6.7C shows
the preparation of ‘Turnbull’s Blue’ by mixing the aqueous solutions of
‘tripotassium iron (3+) hexacyanide’ and ‘dichloroiron’.
Combined with the other features shown in Figure 6.7, the nanofur
surfaces are applicable for a wide variety of applications in microﬂuidics.
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Figure 6.7.: Microﬂuidic applications of the nanofur: A By damaging the surface
of the nanofur with a stamp, a liquid trap is created. Droplets within this triangular
conﬁnement are not able to break through. B Destroying the nanohairs by scratch-
ing makes the sample hydrophilic again. These zones serve now as reservoirs for
water. The undestroyed areas remain water repellent. C Since aqueous solutions
can be manipulated easily, the water repellent nanofur may serve as substrate for
experiments with liquids. As shown in this ﬁgure, ‘Turnbull’s Blue’ was created by
manipulating small amounts of the reagents without any residue.
For example, a microreactor can be easily fabricated using the nanofur
as a substructure, where reservoirs and channels can be easily created by
damaging the surface.
6.3.2. Slippery Liquid Infused Surfaces (SLIPS)
As demonstrated above, damaging the nanofur surfaces opens up a path to
new applications in ﬂuidics. However, there is one disadvantage apparent,
which is the negative effect of wear on the superhydrophobicity. Address-
ing this challenge, Wong et al.153 reported self-healing, slippery liquid
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infused surfaces (SLIPS) that repell various liquids like water or oil. Their
approach was inspired by Nepenthes pitcher plants.177 This insect-eating
plant does not take advantage of surface structuring directly but rather uses
microstructures in order to lock-in an intermediary liquid at its peristome.
This intermediary liquid is slippery for insects. In this way, visiting insects
slip and fall into the pitcher plant’s trap.177
In case of SLIPS, the intermediary liquid is acting as water and oil
repellent surface. The substrate and its surface roughness have to be
adapted to ensure that its surface is preferentially wetted by the lubri-
cating liquid rather than the liquid that has to be repelled.153 Wong et al.153
generated SLIPS by liquid imbibition of low-surface-tension perﬂuorinated
liquids into porous materials. A random network of PTFE nanoﬁbrous
membranes or epoxy resin based nano-posts requiring the costly fabri-
cation of a silicon master serve as substrate in this case.178
The presented hot pulling technique opens up the possibility to
fabricate SLIPS very cost-effectively. In a proof-of-principle study, a poly-
carbonate sample densely covered with nanohairs was coated by putting it
together with an object slide having 100μl of 1H,1H,2H,2H-perﬂuorodecyl-
trichlorosilane (FDTS, from Sigma-Aldrich Co. LLC.) on top into a
vacuum desiccator for 15 hours. Fluorinert FC-70 (from 3M) was
chosen as lubricating ﬂuid . After applying droplets of FC-70 with a
pipette to the nanofur, excessive FC-70 was shaken off. In order to visualize
the existence of the lubricating ﬂuid, n-Hexadecane was dispensed on the
fabricated SLIPS and on the reference nanofur without the intermediary
liquid (Figure 6.8A). The test liquid completely wet the nanofur whereas
on the SLIPS a n-Hexadecane droplet was formed proving the existence of
the lubricating ﬂuid.
In case of SLIPS the wetting behavior is dominated by the lubricating
ﬂuid and not by the nanofur. The hairs of the substrate lock the lubricant on
the surface.153 Thus, physical damage of the surface topography by wear
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Figure 6.8.: A Wettability of a nanofur reference sample and a SLIPS surface by
n-Hexadecane. On the reference sample the dispensed n-Hexadecane entirely
spreads in milliseconds. On the SLIPS sample n-Hexadecane forms a droplet
proving the existence of the intermediary liquid ﬁlm consisting of a low-surface-
tension perﬂuorinated liquid. B Composite photographs showing droplet motion
after physical damage. After damaging the surface topography of the reference
sample, a dispensed droplet pins at the defect. However, the lubricating liquid
self-heals the physical damage on the SLIPS by reﬁlling the damaged topography.
Consequently, droplets roll off easily without pinning to the SLIPS.
is replenished by the lubricant resulting in the rapid restore of the liquid-
repellent function. In Figure 6.8B the self-healing functionality of SLIPS
is revealed. Physical damage of the surface topography does not negatively
affect the droplet motion. This was because surface-energy-driven capillary
action enforces the lubricant to reﬁll the defect.179 However, damaging
the virgin nanofur without lubricating ﬁlm results in an entirely modiﬁed
characteristic in the defect zone. In this case, it destroys the hydrophilic
property of polycarbonate resulting in the pinning of droplets in this area
as shown before.
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Consequently, hot pulling of nano-fur is a cost-effective method to
fabricate a substrate that is able to lock-in fully-ﬂuorinated liquids like
Fluorinert FC-70. In this way, self-healing surfaces can be created
offering wear-resistant superhydrophobicity.
6.3.3. Salvinia-Effect
Air-retaining surfaces are of great interest as they offer many
applications, e.g., for low friction ﬂuid transport and drag reducing ship
coatings.10,180–183 Several animals take advantage of an air-ﬁlm that
covers them underwater. The backswimming water bug Notonecta glauca,
for instance, possesses a hierarchical formation of very small microtrichia
with setae on top that covers their outer elytra.184 This hierarchically
structured surfaces holds a robust air-ﬁlm that signiﬁcantly reduces drag
at the air-water interface. In this way, the water bug beneﬁts while hunting,
ensures dry wings, and gains air for respiration.184 In ﬂora, the leaves of the
ﬂoating water fern Salvinia are the most popular example of surfaces that
have the ability to retain an air layer when submerged in water.10 Thus, this
leaves have a silver shimmer underwater resulting from the reﬂection at the
interface of water and trapped air (Figure 6.9A). Once emerged from water,
the leaves are completely dry indicating their superhydrophobicity. Retain-
ing an air ﬁlm underwater enhances their buoyancy11 and ensures sufﬁcient
respiration.10 As CO2 diffusion into water is much less compared to air185
the advantage of retaining an air ﬁlm enables the stomata of Salvinia to
continue gas exchange.11
In order to maintain a robust air ﬁlm from a few days (Salvinia
minima)11 to several weeks (Salvinia molesta)10 an elaborate composition
of microstructures covers the upper side of the ﬂoating leaves. Multicel-
lular hairs branching into smaller hairs at their ends are covered with wax
crystals, which make them hydrophobic. Depending on the species, these
branches eventually join and form a ﬂat patch at their terminal end (Salvinia
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Figure 6.9.: A SEM images of the topography of Salvinia minima and the inves-
tigated nanofur. The leaves of Salvinia Minima exhibit quadruple trichomes, with
length up to 800 μm. The leaf itself is around 5mm in size. In early experiments
performed by Cerman et al.11 a submerged Salvinia Minima maintained a ﬁlm of
trapped air for 4-5 days. The topography of the chosen nanofur is hierarchical as
well. The base of each micro-post is around 50 μm wide, the width of the nano-
hairs on top is less than 200nm. B Photographs of Salvinia minima (reprinted with
kind permissions from Barthlott et al.), a nanofur and a ﬂat polycarbonate foil sub-
merged into dyed water. The surface of the Salvinia leaf as well as the nanofur
shimmer due to light reﬂection at the interface between water and trapped air. This
distinctive effect is not observed for ﬂat polycarbonate foils.
molesta).10, 11 In contrast to the others, these terminal cells are smooth and
hydrophilic. During submersion, this unique combination ensures the stabi-
lization of the air-water interface on top of the hairs.10 Local currents and
pressure ﬂuctuations caused by turbulences fail to collapse the air-water
interface. The hydrophobic wax coating prevents water from penetrating
between the hairs, and at the same time, the hydrophilic cells are pinning
the water, inhibiting removal of the interface.10
Exploiting air ﬁlms underwater signiﬁcantly reduces shear stress and,
therefore, the surface friction drag, making appropriate surfaces interest-
ing for commercial applications. However, technical air-retaining surfaces
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Figure 6.10.: The experimental setup and the vertical intensity
proﬁles after 1 hour, 3 days and 7 days after submerging the nanofur into
water are shown. In the intensity proﬁles, bright pixels indicate an interface. The
lower interface separates air from the solid sample, whereas the upper bright zone
shows the air-water interface. As it can be seen from the intensity proﬁles, the
air ﬁlm is stable for weeks. The air ﬁlm was still intact when the experiment was
stopped after 31 days (see Figure 6.11).
typically fail to maintain an air ﬁlm for a sufﬁcient lapse of time as well as
withstanding turbulent ﬂows.186,187
The unique combination of hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity stabilizing
the air-water ﬁlm of a submerged Salvinia leaf was the inspiration to test
the air-retaining capability of the nanofur. When submerged underwater,
analogous to the Salvinia leaf, a bright shimmer was visible indicating
trapped air (Figure 6.9A). In order to visualize the existence of a trapped air
ﬁlm on top of the surface, underwater experiments were performed with a
confocal scanning optical microscope (CSOM) imaging the interfaces from
above (Figure 6.10). In these experiments, a nanofur sample was put inside
a glass beaker ﬁlled with water (head of water ∼ 4mm). A CSOM spatially
records the intensity of the reﬂection of the focused illumination spot.188
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Figure 6.11.: Vertical intensity proﬁle (CSOM) recorded 31 days after submerging
the nanofur into water. The interfaces occuring bright in the raster image show the
long-term stability of the retained air ﬁlm.
Hence, it is very sensitive to interfaces as a difference in the refractive
index of the mediums exists. Consequently, interfaces occur bright in the
raster image. On the other hand, inside a medium diffusion dominates and
less light is recorded - these ﬁelds occur dark in the raster image.
The vertical intensity proﬁles at 1 hour, 3 days and 7 days after sub-
merging the nanofur are shown in Figure 6.10. Two different interfaces
stand out. The lower interface retraces the topography of the nanofur. The
upper interface separates water from trapped air. Single hairs of the nanofur
break through this interface, serving as water pinning points and thus
stabilizing the air-water interface. As can be seen from the intensity
proﬁles, the interface is very stable in the long-term proving that the
nanofur robustly retained air. Since the CSOM was not available for the
complete 31 days, the intensity proﬁle recorded after 31 days (Figure 6.11)
shows a slightly different position than the measurements shown in
Figure 6.10. The apparent interfaces perfectly show the robustness and
long-term stability of the retained air-ﬁlm. The experiment was halted
after 31 days. Consequently, the nanofur is promising for underwater
drag-reduction applications.
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6.3.4. Oil/Water Separation
As reported by Ribeiro et al.189 the hydrophobic leaves of Salvinia are
applicable for oil/water ﬁltration. As can be seen from Figure 6.8A the
untreated nanofur is not only superhydrophobic but also superoleophilic.
Combined with the high surface area these foils are ideal for the utilization
as adsorbent for the oil/water separation.190 In particular, the clean up and
recovery of oil spills is a technical challenge that recently moved again
in the focus of public attention in the context of the Deepwater Horizon
blowout - the largest accidental marine oil spill in U.S. history.191
Throughout the explosion of the Deepwater Horizon drilling rig more
than four million barrels of oil gushed uncontrolled into the Gulf of Mexico
leading to a gigantic environmental disaster. Still, technology and practices
for cleaning up oil spills lag behind the real risks of offshore deepwa-
ter drilling.192 According to the National Commission on the BP Deep-
water Horizon Oil Spill and Offshore Drilling this industrial accident has
had enormous impact on the natural systems and economic losses of tens
of billions of dollars.192
The collection of oil from the water surface is one of three options to
clean up an oil spill. Alternative solutions are the enhancement of natural
degradation by dispersants, and the in-situ burning of the oil spill.193
However, both options preclude proper disposal of the oil.193 In order
to collect the oil from the water surface, absorbents are often applied to
increase efﬁciency.193 Usually, natural sorbents like sawdust are chosen
to absorb the oil. However, the major drawbacks of these natural sorbents
are the relatively low oil sorption capacity and low hydrophobicity leading
to a large amount of coincidentally absorbed water.190,193 Therefore, the
absorbed oil/water mixture has to be reprocessed in order to separate
oil from water. The applied methods like sedimentation, ﬂotation, and
centrifugation, however, encounter difﬁculties in separating emulsion
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particles with sizes smaller than 150 μm.194 Adressing this challenge,
elaborate solutions based on superoleophilic carbon nanotubes have to be
applied.194
To avoid costly reprocessing, selective sorbents that prevent water from
inﬁltrating are required. Mineral absorbents like zeolite and silica aerogels
are amphiphilic (hydrophilic and oleophilic) at ﬁrst but can be hydropho-
bized by appropriate treatment.190,195–197 The high oil uptake capacity
of these absorbents is outweighed by inﬂammability, brittleness, and non-
permanent hydrophobicity.190,193 The absorption of water may even cause
silica aerogels to collapse.190,195 Overcoming these drawbacks, synthetic
organic sorbents such as commercial polypropylene or polyurethane ﬁber
mats offer a high uptake capacity, too. However, when retracting these
polymer absorbents the retention of oil is limited to about 50%.198 Hence,
there is a substantial interest for sorbents providing high and rapid uptake
combined with sufﬁcient oil retention.
In order to investigate the applicability of the nanofur in oil/water sep-
aration an oil spill was simulated by dispensing oil (dyed with oil paint)
in a beaker glass ﬁlled with water. To increase conspicuity, a thin layer
of the undyed oil was dispensed ﬁrst, so that the dyed oil spread less re-
sulting in enhanced visibility. Subsequently, the nanofur was dipped into
the contaminated water and was retracted afterwards. The experiment was
repeated with different non-polar liquids (n-hexadecane and hydraulic oil
‘Total Azolla ZS 10’). As shown in Figure 6.12, the oil was adsorbed by
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Figure 6.12.: Clean up of an oil spill by dipping the nanofur into the beaker
glass ﬁlled with water. The oil is adsorbed whereas water is repelled enabling the
oil/water separation.
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the nanofur. The adsorbed colored oil climbed the nanofur beyond the wa-
ter level. When retracting, the oil remained locked to the nanofur and was
properly separated from the clean water. Thus, the non-polar oil is attracted
by the nanofur whereas polar water is repelled. In this way, an oil uptake
of up to 150mLm−2 (‘Total Azolla ZS 10’) was measured.
The tendency of a liquid to totally wet a surface is described by the
so-called spreading parameter S quantifying the difference of the surface
energy (per unit area) of the dry and wet substrate176
S = γSV − (γSL+ γLV ) . (6.5)
In case of a positive spreading parameter (S > 0) the liquid spreads
completely and forms a thin ﬁlm on top of the substrate. If the
spreading parameter is negative (S < 0) the liquid wets the surface only
partially. Hence, with decreasing spreading parameter the wettability
of a surface decreases. Contact angles of the resulting droplets below
90◦ (θ < 90◦) refer to wettable surfaces whereas contact angles above
90◦ (θ > 90◦) identify non-wettable surfaces. Using θ = 90◦ as bound-
ary condition, Young’s equation155
cos(θ = 90◦) = 0 =
γSV − γSL
γLV
(6.6)
leads to γSL = γSV . Inserting this correlation into equation (6.5) results in
the boundary spreading parameter Sb, giving the boundary for wettability
and non-wettability
Sb =−γLV . (6.7)
Interestingly, the boundary spreading parameter is independent of the
substrate.
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The surface tension of a liquid is composed of two contributing
components: dispersive interactions (London dispersion forces) and polar
interactions (i.e. hydrogen bonds or dipole-dipole interactions).199 Polar
molecules attract each other stronger than non-polar molecules. Therefore,
the forces pulling the interfacial molecules inwards are higher for polar
liquids, usually leading to a higher surface tension compared to non-
polar liquids. With knowledge of the interfacial surface tensions of the
substrate/vapor and liquid/vapor interface, according to Owens
and Wendt200 the corresponding interfacial surface tension of the
substrate/liquid interface is
γSL = γSV + γLV −2
√
γdSV · γdLV −2
√
γ pSV · γ pLV , (6.8)
where superscripts d and p represent the disperse and polar contribution,
respectively. Therefore, knowledge of the substrates surface energy and
the liquids surface tension is sufﬁcient in order to calculate the spreading
parameter S and to make a prediction of the wetting behavior. Deﬁning the
polar contribution ratio p= γ pLV/γLV and combining eqs. (6.5) and (6.8) leads
to
S =−2γLV +2
√
γdSV · (1− p)γLV +2
√
γ pSV · p · γ pLV . (6.9)
The surface energy of the ﬂat polycarbonate was determined to be
γSV = 46.78 mNm−1 and clearly dominated by dispersive interactions
(γdSV = 46.76mNm
−1, γ pSV = 0.02mNm
−1, OWRK method,201 for details
please see Appendix A.2).
In Figure 6.13 the spreading parameter for the ﬂat polycarbonate is
plotted for several surface tensions γLV as a function of their polar
component. The chosen surface tensions correspond to the liquids listed
in Table 6.2. As can be seen from the graph, the spreading parameter and
therefore wettability decreases with increasing surface tension of the liquid.
Interestingly the percentage of polarity contribution affects the spreading
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Figure 6.13.: Spreading parameter as a function of polar contribution to the surface
tension. Theoretical spreading parameters (lines) are plotted for 4 different
surface tensions. Data measured on a ﬂat polycarbonate foil are indicated by squares
(diiodmethane: red squar, thiodiglycol: green square, water: blue squares) and
data measured on the nanofur are indicated by circles. The theoretical spreading
parameter of n-hexadecane on a ﬂat polycarbonate surface is marked with a brown
diamond.
parameter even stronger. With increasing polar instead of dispersive inter-
actions, the spreading parameter drops. Thus, the distribution of polar and
disperse contributions to the surface tension have a very strong impact on
the wettability of the ﬂat polycarbonate.
The spreading parameters of diiodmethane, thiodiglycol and water were
calculated by inserting the measured static contact angles into
S = γLV (cosθ −1) , (6.10)
a combination of Young’s equation155 and equation (6.5). These calcu-
lated spreading parameters were added to the plot shown in Figure 6.13
(quadrangles with the colors: diiodmethane: red, thiodiglycol: green,
water: blue). Interestingly, they match theory (lines) very well.
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Furthermore, the theoretical spreading parameter of n-hexadecane was
added to the graph (brown diamond). All these data points are well above
their corresponding boundary spreading parameter Sb indicating that all
tested liquids wet the ﬂat polycarbonate very well.
For the nanofur serving as substrate, the spreading parameters of the
test liquids were measured analogously (circles). Interestingly, the changes
in the spreading parameter correspond to the polar contribution to the
surface tension. Compared to the values measured for the ﬂat poly-
carbonate the spreading parameter of the nearly non-polar diiodmethane
slightly increased, whereas the spreading parameter decreased for the more
polar liquids thiodiglycol and water. With increasing polar contribution,
the change in the spreading parameter becomes larger. The spreading
parameters of thiodiglycol and water are even below the corresponding
boundary spreading parameters Sb and clearly in the non-wettable state.
Hence, the nearly non-polar liquids wet the nanofur even more whereas
polar liquids are repelled. Consequently, the non-polar oil has a strong
tendency to wet the nanofur whereas polar liquids like water are repelled
enabling the oil/water separation by the nanofur.
This effect can also be applied for the ﬁltration of emulsion consisting of
a polar and a non-polar liquid. In the demonstration shown in Figure 6.14,
an emulsion of inked water (blue) and dyed oil (orange) was applied onto a
tilted nanofur and the ﬂat polycarbonate reference. The emulsion dispensed
Table 6.2.: Surface tensions of test liquids and their dispersive and polar
contributions.
liquid γLV
(mNm−1)
γdLV
(mNm−1)
γ pLV
(mNm−1)
p
n-Hexadecane202 27.5 27.5 0.0 0.00
Diiodmethane200 50.8 49.5 1.3 0.03
Thiodiglycol203 54.0 39.2 14.8 0.27
Water203 72.8 29.1 43.7 0.60
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Figure 6.14.: Filtration of an oil/water emulsion. An emulsion of inked water (blue)
and dyed oil (orange) is dispensed to a ﬂat polycarbonate reference and the nanofur.
In contrast to the ﬂat foil, the nanofur separated oil from water by adsorbing and
locking oil to the nano-hair.
to the ﬂat polycarbonate didn’t separate while running along the sample.
The oil wets the ﬂat surface and the rest of the emulsion slides on top of this
ﬁlm without segregation. In contrast, the emulsion applied to the nanofur
segregates since the oil is adsorbed and locked by the nanohairs whereas
the water rolls off. In this way, the water puriﬁcation can be seen from the
color change from black to blue.
6.4. Conclusion and Outlook
In summary, hot pulling was presented as a technique for the cost-effective
fabrication of high aspect ratio nanohairs. This nanofur increases the
static contact angle of polycarbonate from 72◦ up to 174◦. By carefully
choosing the hot pulling parameters droplets either slide or pin on the
nanofur. Destroying the nanofur once again makes the surface hydrophilic
in these areas opening a path to novel applications in microﬂuidics. Liquid
traps and reservoirs can be easily created just by destroying the nanofur
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appropriately. In addition, high contact angles and low sliding angles
make the nanofur perfect to serve as substrate for experiments with liquids,
allowing residue free manipulation of droplets.
Destroying the nanofur by wear may affect the wetting of the surface
undesirably. To overcome this problem, a SLIPS (slippery liquid infused
surface) was created by locking a lubricating ﬂuid within the nanofur.
In this case, physical damage of the surface does not negatively affect
hydrophobicity since the lubricant dominating the wetting behavior reﬁlls
the defect.
Additionally, different wetting behavior for polar and non-polar liquids
makes the nanofur applicable for the separation of oil/water emulsions.
Simulating an oil spill, water was successfully puriﬁed by cleaning with
the nanofur. The superhydrophobicity combined with superoleophilicity
opens ﬁelds of application in ﬁltration of polar and non-polar liquids.
Furthermore, the nanofur is capable of retaining air when submerged
underwater. In the performed experiments it was shown that the retained
air-ﬁlm was highly robust for at least 31 days. This may pave the way to
drag reduction in underwater applications.
The simplicity, scalability and the use of sandblasted steel plates as mold
insert makes the presented hot pulling process applicable on the laboratory
scale as well as for the insdustrial fabrication of superhydrophobic surfaces.
Showing the variety of applications in an uncapped lab-on-a-chip device is
one of the next steps to utilize the surfaces in practice.
A patent applications was submitted that refers to the fabrication and
design of superhydrophobic surfaces, and the fabrication and design of
smart surfaces used for oil/water separation. M. Röhrig, M. Schneider,
M. Worgull and Hendrik Hölscher: Patent Application 102012111089.1
(2012).
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A shortened version of this chapter was submitted as the article "Hot
Pulling of Nanofur for Biomimetic Applications". M. Röhrig, M. Mail,
M. Schneider, H. Louvin, A. Hopf, T. Schimmel, M. Worgull and Hendrik
Hölscher (2013).
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Nature has taught us how micro- and nanostructures can be utilized to
achieve exceptional effects. The surface effects described in this work such
as the adhesion of gecko toes, the water repellency of lotus leaves, and the
underwater air retaining ability of salvinia leaves are just a few examples of
nature’s patents. Innovative fabrication techniques allow manufacturing of
ever smaller structure details. However, the fabrication of hierarchical high
aspect ratio structures and the upscaling of these fabrication techniques are
the major challenges that have to be mastered in order to get innovative
bio-inspired products into the market.
In this work, novel micro- and nanostructuring techniques were intro-
duced. The potentials of these techniques were exemplarily shown by
means of gecko-inspired adhesives. Due to their hierarchical formation of
high aspect ratio micro- and nanostructures the fabrication of such gecko-
inspired adhesives is very challenging. By investigating the fabricated
gecko-inspired adhesives, designs leading to highly sticky but self-cleaning
adhesives were proposed. In this way, a gecko-like adhesive was presented
that matches the adhesive strength and the self-cleaning ability of geckos
very closely. Furthermore, the developed advanced molding processes were
applied for the fabrication of superhydrophobic but superoleophilic nanofur
that is water-repellent, air retaining and, when being surface treated, self-
healing. The most relevant results of this work are brieﬂy summarized
below.
Geckos are easily able to climb on vertical walls or even ceilings. Due
to the hierarchical design of their hairy attachment system, geckos achieve
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very intimate contact to ﬂat as well as rough surfaces. In this way, the high
contact area achieved with the substrate enables them to attach mainly with
the help of van-der-Waals forces.
For the fabrication of synthetic gecko-like adhesives, however, it is not
reasonable to copy geckos’ attachment system 1:1. Rather, it is necessary to
adopt the hierarchical micro- and nanostructures to the chosen material and
fabrication process. Applying the iterative method discussed in Chapter 2,
the design for robust gecko-like adhesives can be straightforwardly deﬁned.
3D direct laser writing, a very ﬂexible rapid prototyping technique, was
applied to fabricate a design study of gecko-inspired micro- and nano-
structures that vary in their order of magnitude, amount of hierarchical
levels, pitch, aspect ratio and tip shape. In this way, the elastic modulus
and dimensions of gecko setae were very closely matched. The adhesion
measurements performed with an AFM and colloidal probes revealed that
mushroom-shaped tips, high aspect ratios and hierarchy are indeed favor-
able for gecko-like adhesives.
Applying soft molding and dipping processes, different sizes of
mushroom-shaped elastomeric microﬁbers were created. After contam-
ination with different spherical glass particles, the contact self-cleaning
ability was investigated by analyzing the recovered adhesion. It was
observed that the self-cleaning ability depends on the size ratio of
contaminants and microﬁbers. Microﬁbers much smaller than the
contaminants allow the contaminants to roll across the adhesive during
contact self-cleaning. Interestingly, recovering adhesion is not necessar-
ily related to actually removing contaminants from the adhesive. Rather,
embedding of the contaminants between the microﬁbers is the dominant
cleaning mechanism that can be further enhanced by a hierarchical design.
Exploiting these observations a gecko-like adhesive was presented that
offers attachment strength (140 kPa) and adhesion recovery (up to 100%)
comparable to geckos.
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The performed studies revealed that hierarchy, high aspect ratio and
small scales are required to ensure high attachment strength and adequate
self-cleaning ability of gecko-inspired adhesives. In order to present a
scalable replication process, advanced hot embossing techniques were
developed in this work. Using the introduced electromechanical sensor,
hierarchical micro- and nanostructures can be precisely fabricated in a
fully automated process. Applying the novel hot pulling technique allows
for the fabrication of ﬁligree high aspect ratio micro- and nanostructures.
In this way, an aspect ratio of 10 was achieved for a regular array of
nanostructures which are 140 nm in diameter. Combining these advanced
molding techniques, threefold hierarchical micro and nanostructures that
offer remarkable adhesion were fabricated (Figure 7.1).
Using sandblasted steel plates as mold inserts, hot pulling is a very cost-
effective method for the fabrication of nanofur that is beneﬁcial for various
biomimetic applications. This easy and scalable fabrication method
enables tuning the wettability of polycarbonate from hydrophilic to
superhydrophobic. Changing the fabrication parameters results in super-
hydrophobic samples with either high or low adhesion to water. By
damaging the surface structure, liquid traps were created by changing the
local wettability. To overcome wearing issues, self-healing is achievable
by locking an intermediary liquid acting as water and oil repellent surface.

Figure 7.1.: Inspired by geckos, threefold hierarchical micro- and nanostructures
were successfully fabricated by combining classical hot embossing, hierarchical
hot embossing and hot pulling.
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Mimicking the leaves of the ﬂoating water fern Salvinia the nanofur retains
air when submerged underwater. Therefore, the nanofur is promising for
drag reduction in underwater applications. Due to its superhydrophobic-
ity and superoleophilicity, the nanofur is applicable for oil/water separation
and oil spill clean up.
To successfully perform the transition from laboratory to the market, bio-
inspired smart surfaces have to be produced very cost-effectively. For this,
the fabrication process has to be transferred to a roll-to-roll process as
established for the macroscopic structuring of, e.g., reﬂective foils and
Fresnel lenses.204 As shown by numerous groups166,167 upscaling of
micro hot embossing processes is feasible by transferring them to roll-
to-roll embossing, however, the curvature of the roll limits the achievable
aspect ratio in classical roll-to-roll embossing. Another challenge is the
attachment of microstructured mold inserts to the curvature of the roll.
Possibly, differences in thermal expansion can be utilized to strongly attach
the mold inserts to the underlying roll by heat shrinking. The task of attach-
ing the mold insert can be avoided by directly micro- and nanostructuring
the roll. For this, micromachining and etching processes are available.205
The compliance of the thermoplastic gecko-like adhesives can be
enhanced by mimicking the gradient in elastic moduli as observed in the
hairy attachment systems of beetles.206 Soft endings could be added to the
synthetic adhesives by using the dipping process presented in this work. In
this way, the high adaptability and adhesion of low surface energy materials
such as polyurethane or polydimethylsiloxane can be utilized to achieve a
strong bond, whereas thermoplastic hierarchy below ensures compliance to
milli- and microscale roughnesses and prevents structural collapse. Using
the particular material class of thermoplastic elastomers that offer elastic
moduli down to the megapascals range creates new opportunities to en-
hance compliance of gecko-like adhesive fabricated by advanced hot
embossing processes. Possibly, by using an adequate material combination
a stack of a thermoplastic polymer, a thermoplastic elastomer, and an
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Figure 7.2.: Wetting transformation by switching a microstructured surface on de-
mand. The temporary shape of the microstructured surface (left) shows a hydro-
phobic contact angle of (120◦) caused by pyramidal pillars with a height of 25 μm
and an edge length of 17 μm. After heating, the surface recovers its permanent ﬂat
shape (right) and the microstructure disappears. Consequently, the contact angle of
the cooled surface reduces to that of a ﬂat surface (72◦).
elastomer lying upon each other can be used as the semiﬁnished sheet.
In general, novel material classes such as shape memory polymers or
liquid wood will extend the functionality and environmental compat-
ibility of bio-inspired products. Shape memory polymers such as Tecoﬂex
EG 72-D (Lubrizol Corporation) consist of a low and a high temperature
phase. Hot embossing above the glass transition temperature of the high
temperature phase programs the permanent shape. The temporary shape
is deﬁned by molding below the glass transition temperature but above
the softening temperature of the low temperature phase and subsequent
demolding below the softening temperature. As shown in Figure 7.2,
microstructured shape memory polymers were morphed between their tem-
porary and permanent shape triggered by heating to above the softening
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Figure 7.3.: Manufacturing of a superhydrophobic microﬂuidic channel from liquid
wood. A A ﬂat unstructured foil of liquid wood is hydrophobic with a contact angle
of 102◦. B By hot embossing above the softening temperature the surface can be
microstructured. Due to the microstructure the surface revealed superhydrophobic
properties with a contact angle of 174◦. C By heating the microstructured foil
near to the softening temperature, microthermoforming allows the fabrication of
3D shapes. Since the microthermoforming temperature is well below the molding
temperature during hot embossing the surface structure is preserved. Consequently,
the ﬁnal microﬂuidic channel is still super-hydrophobic.
temperature. In this way, wetting can be controlled as shown in the lower
part of Figure 7.2. In the temporary state, pyramidal pillars with a height of
25μm and an edge length of 17μm result in a hydrophobic contact angle of
120◦. When heated above the softening temperature the surface morphs and
recovers its ﬂat permanent shape that is hydrophilic (θ = 72◦). Applying
such shape memory polymers for the fabrication of gecko-inspired micro-
and nanostructures leads to switchable adhesives.116 In this way, ﬁbers can
collapse on demand to support easy detachment. This is a feature required
for the cost-effective recycling of bonded components.
Recycling is a big topic in general. Per year more then 6.4 million tonnes
of plastic waste end up in oceans.207 Replacing the non-biodegradable
polymers by environmentally compatible materials would drastically
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reduce this pollution. Liquid wood is a novel material glass that will
prospectively loom large in this sector. This biopolymer is made of lignin
making it fully compostable. At the Institute of Microstructuretechnology
(IMT) liquid wood was successfully micro- and nanostructured for the ﬁrst
time applying hot embossing and thermoforming processes (Figure 7.3).
In this way, superhydrophobic microchannels were fabricated out of pure
wood.
Research and development of advanced micro- and nanofabrication
processes and novel materials made enormous progress in the past 50
years. This trend is presumably set to continue bringing us a step closer
to the marvelous biological systems, as already envisioned by Richard P.
Feynman. Many more patents of nature will be discovered and
corresponding innovations will successfully assist us in a wide range of
ﬁelds.
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A. Appendix
A.1. Experimental details of the fabrication of nano-fur
(Chapter 6)
In order to fabricate the nano-fur, the polycarbonate Makrolon LED2045
(Bayer MaterialScience AG, Leverkusen, Germany) was used as polymer.
The semi-ﬁnished polymer foils (thickness: 1mm) were produced by hot
embossing the dried polymer granulate (machine: Wickert WMP1000,
embossing temperature: 170 ◦C, embossing force: 350kN, demolding tem-
perature: 120 ◦C). The polycarbonate foils were cleaned with isopropyl
alcohol afterwards.
Hot pulling was performed with the hot embossing machine HEX03
(Jenoptik AG, Jena, Germany). Steel-plates (stainless steel X5CrNi18-10)
were used as molds. In order to pattern the steel-plates, they were sand-
blasted twice (1. aluminum silicate clinker 0.6 - 1.4 mm, 2. aluminum
oxide 15.5 - 17.5 μm).
A.2. Experimental details of the surface energy and contact
angle measurement (Chapter 6)
The measurements of surface energies and static contact angles were
performed with the contact angle measurement system OCA 40
(DataPhysics Instruments GmbH, Filderstadt, Germany). To measure the
static contact angles, water droplets with a volume of 4.5μl were dispensed
to the surfaces (DI-water with γLV = 72.9 ±0.7mNm−1 measured by pen-
dant drop method; temperature ≈ 22 ◦C, rel. humidity ≈ 50 %, clean
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room conditions). Static contact angles were measured with the software
SCA20 (DataPhysics Instruments GmbH, Filderstadt, Germany) applying
Young-Laplace ﬁtting. Advancing and receding contact angles were ob-
tained from the sliding angle measurement data. Just before the droplets
started to slide, the contact angles at front and rear were manually mea-
sured with the ‘Drop Shape Analysis plugin’ for the software ‘ImageJ’
(http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/). The surface energy of the ﬂat polycarbonate
was calculated applying the method according to Owens, Wendt, Rabel and
Kaelble201 (test liquids: ethyleneglycol, thiodiglycol and diiodmethane;
droplet volume: 1 μL, temperature ≈ 24.5 ◦C, rel. humidity ≈ 15.5 %,
clean room conditions).
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Inspired by nature, innovations such as hook-and-loop fasteners and self-
cleaning house paint have entered everyday life. Many of these „patents by 
nature“ are closely related to micro- and nanostructured surfaces. However, 
plenty of the stunning properties found in flora and fauna require a complex 
hierarchical formation of micro- and nanostructures that has not been achieva- 
ble by established fabrication techniques up to now. By means of gecko- 
inspired adhesives, this work introduces novel techniques for the fabrication 
of hierarchical micro- and nanostructures. 
After discussing the elementary design principles, a design study of gecko-
inspired adhesives fabricated by 3D direct laser writing is shown. Atomic 
force microscopy (AFM) adhesion analysis revealed the manner in which 
the structure design affected adhesion. Applying soft molding and dipping 
processes, soft mushroom-shaped microfibers were created. By contaminat-
ing and cleaning these samples the mechanics of contact self-cleaning were 
investigated. Exploiting these observations a synthetic gecko-like adhesive 
was achieved, which matched the adhesion and self-cleaning of geckos very 
closely. The enormous potential of the advanced hot embossing techniques 
introduced in this work is demonstrated by gecko-inspired micro- and nano-
structures that possess three levels of hierarchy. Additionally, high aspect 
ratio nanofur which is superhydrophobic, superoleophilic and underwater 
air-retaining was created by these techniques.
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